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Lead zinc niobate-lead titanate [Pb(Zn1/3Nb2/3)O3-PbTiO3 or PZN-PT] solid solution 
single crystals exhibit extremely high dielectric and piezoelectric properties, with KT > 
5000, d33 ≥ 2000 pC/N and k33 ≥ 0.92, but the reported properties show large scatters and 
inconsistencies. In this work, extensive experiments were performed to shed light on the 
effects of crystal composition, orientation and poling field condition on the phases present 
and domain structures and the ensuing properties of these single crystals. The results show 
that monoclinic and/or orthorhombic phases can be induced by poling in the [001] and 
[011] crystal direction, respectively. In moderate quantities, these metastable phases are 
responsible for the superior dielectric and electromechanical properties observed. However, 
when present in sufficiently high quantities, they cause property degradation of the material, 
i.e., the crystals become overpoled with inferior properties. Our results also show that the 
poled properties of transverse mode crystals depend sensitively on the length orientation of 
the plate and to certain extent, on the domain structure in the crystal. Specifically, [011]-
poled PZN-PT single crystals of [001]-length-cut give superior dielectric and piezoelectric 
properties compared to those of [
−
101 ]-length-cut. While [001]-poled plates of [110]-
length-cut display higher k31 values, they exhibit lower d31 values. And, [001]-poled d31 
plates of only braid-like initial domain structure have superior dielectric and piezoelectric 
to those of stripe-like domains or a mixed domain structure. The present work further 
shows that for improved property consistency, the crystal compositions should be kept 
sufficiently away from the MPB composition to avoid overpoling of the crystals. (6-7)%PT 
is thus selected as the optimum composition for PZN-PT single crystals. 
This present work also involves the property characterization of [111]-single 
domain, [001] and [011] multi-domain PZN-(6-7)%PT single crystals. Their complete 
property matrices are generated experimentally using resonance technique. Also, [001] and 
 VIII
[011] property matrices are predicted from [111]-single domain data, using axis 
transformation. Results show that, [111]-single domain crystals exhibits extremely high 
piezoelectric coefficients (d15= 6000 pC/N). [001]-poled multi-domain crystals show high 
longitudinal and transverse piezoelectric coefficients but very low shear coefficients. On 
the other hand, [011]-poled multi-domain crystals exhibits extremely high transverse (d32 = 
3000 pC/N) piezoelectric coefficients. Discrepancies between the measured and predicted 
materials constants of multi-domain crystals are discussed in view of extrinsic 
contributions. Results show that the effect of extrinsic contribution to the piezoelectric 
properties in [001]-poled multi-domain crystals is negligible however they play a 
significant role in [011]-poled multi-domain crystals. 
 Finally, the measured properties of PZN-PT single crystals are discussed in view of 
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Relaxor ferroelectric Pb(Zn1/3Nb2/3)O3 (PZN) and Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3 (PMN) form complete 
solid solutions with normal ferroelectric PbTiO3 (PT) with morphotropic phase boundary 
(MPB) at 9-11% PT and 32-35%PT, respectively.  These Relaxor-based ferroelectric single 
crystals Pb(Zn1/3Nb2/3)O3-PbTiO3 [PZN-PT] and Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3-PbTiO3 [PMN-PT]  
have gained a lot of interest in recent years, due to their superior dielectric constants (KT > 
6000), piezoelectric coefficients (d33 > 2000 pC/N) and electromechanical coupling factors 
(k33 > 0.90). These materials are expected to replace state-of-the-art lead zirconate titanate 
(PZT) piezo ceramic in various top-end ultrasonic applications ranging from medical 
imaging, underwater communications, sensors and actuators, to micro-electro-mechanical 
systems. Hence, it is necessary to understand their behaviour before incorporating these 
single crystals in various applications. The exceptional properties of these single crystals 
are closely associated with the domain structures and the phases present. But the true 
phenomenon behind this is still very vague. The purpose of this work is to study the 
behaviour of flux-grown PZN-PT single crystals with effect of composition, orientation, 
poling field and domain structures and also to apply the right combination of these factors 
to predict and model the properties which are very useful for designing new devices. 
This thesis starts with a review of background, characteristics and types of 
ferroelectric materials and previous works on relaxor PZN-PT single crystals. Crystal 
growth, property and structural characterization and domain structures of the single crystals 
are briefly discussed in separate sections. The dielectric, piezoelectric properties of PZN-
PT single crystals reported are tabulated for comparison.  
The issue of compositional segregation in PZN-PT crystals is then discussed, which 
is a common problem in the crystal growth process. As will be shown, compositional 
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segregation can be minimized by engineering the isotherms of the solution to promote 
(001) layer growth of the crystal. Based on the measured dielectric and longitudinal-mode 
piezoelectric properties, the optimum composition of the PZN-PT single crystals is 
identified. The poling conditions for optimum properties are also investigated and 
discussed.  
Having obtained the optimum composition, this work moves on to investigate the 
dielectric and piezoelectric properties of transverse-mode actuators prepared from (001) 
plates of PZN-(6-7)%PT. The effect of length-orientation, poling field and domain 
structures on [001]-poled single crystal properties are investigated and discussed.  
[011]-poled PZN-PT single crystals of various compositions are then studied. Field-
induced-phase-transformation has been observed for compositions close to the MPB. 
Polarized light microscopy, x-ray diffraction and dielectric measurements are used to study 
the nature of induced phase. The effect of length orientation, poling induced phases on 
dielectric and piezoelectric properties are presented and discussed.  
In chapters 6 and 7, issues concerning shear characterization of single crystals with 
3m symmetry are discussed. Using this as a guide, a complete set of single domain property 
matrix for PZN-7%PT single crystals is generated using the resonance technique. Similarly 
[001] and [011]-poled property matrix of PZN-7%PT single crystal is also generated. In 
chapter 8, the single-domain material properties are then used to deduce the [001] and 
[011] multi-domain material constants based on volume averaging of the crystal variants 
through appropriate coordinate transformation. Discrepancies between the deduced and 
measured properties are identified. 
The present results are compared with works reported on PMN-PT system and 
discussed in Chapter 9 in the light of current understanding of the phases and domain 
structures in relaxor single crystals. Chapter 10 and 11 contain conclusions made in the 




2.1 Background on Ferroelectricity 
The ferroelectric effect was discovered in 1920 by Valasek [1] who obtained 
hysteresis curves for Rochelle salt and studied the piezoelectric behaviour of the crystal in 
some detail [1,2]. For the following 15 years, ferroelectricity was considered as a very 
specific property of Rochelle salt, until Busch and Scherrer [3] discovered ferroelectricity 
in KH2PO4 and related crystals in 1935. During World War II, the anomalous dielectric 
properties of barium titanate were discovered in ceramic specimens by Wainer and 
Solomon [4], Ogawa [5], and Wul and Goldman [6], respectively. Since then, many 
ferroelectric materials have been discovered and research activities have rapidly increased.  
The problems associated with barium titanate, i.e., poor temperature coefficients caused by 
phase transition just below the room temperature and excessive aging due to its low Curie 
temperature, had spurred scientists and researchers to develop improved materials. Studies 
of the phase transition in lead titanate and lead zirconate had led to the discovery of lead 
zirconate titanate (PZT) ceramics in the 1950s [7-9]. Many variants of PZT ceramics have 
been developed over the decades. Because of their superior dielectric and 
electromechanical properties, good frequency-temperature characteristics and suitable 
quality factor, which far exceed that of many earlier known piezoelectric single crystals. 
PZT ceramics remain the most widely used piezoelectric materials as of today. There have 
been many established applications of piezoelectric materials, ranging from simple 
acoustical devices such as hydrophones and microphones, to advanced ultrasound medical 
probes, precision positioners, smart sensors and actuators, etc.  
Figure 2.1 shows the classification of the 32 crystallographic point groups. Among 
the   thirty-two  crystal  classes,  eleven  classes  have  centrosymmetry. Crystals having a 
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32 Point groups 
11 centrosymmetrical 21  non-centrosymmetrical 
20 piezoelectric 1 non-piezoelectric 
10 pyroelectric 10 non-pyroelectric 
Ferroelectric 




























symmetry center do not possess any polarity and have no third-rank tensor properties and 
hence do not display piezoelectricity. The other twenty-one crystal groups, except point 
group 432, all exhibit third-rank tensor properties along a unique crystallographic direction. 
Among them, ten point groups, i,e, 1, 2, m, mm2, 4, 4mm, 3, 3m, 6, and 6mm, have a 
unique rotation axis but do not have any mirror plane perpendicular to this axis. 
All ferroelectric materials are potentially piezoelectric materials. Piezoelectricity is 
an interaction between the electrical and mechanical systems. It describes the ability of 
certain crystalline materials to develop electrical charges when mechanically stressed, i.e. 
the deformation of the unit cell which lacks the center of symmetry will induce polarization 
which is called the direct piezoelectric effect. Piezoelectric effect is reversible in that when 
an electric field is applied, a mechanical strain results. This is known as the converse 
piezoelectric effect. The direct and converse piezoelectric effects can be expressed in tensor 
notation as follows: 
 Pi = dijk σjk      (direct piezoelectric effect) 
 Sij = dkij Ek     (converse piezoelectric effect)  
where Pi is the polarization generated along the i-axis in response to the applied stress σjk, 
and dijk (= dkij) is the piezoelectric coefficient. For the converse effect, Sij is the strain 
generated in a particular orientation of the crystal on the application of an electric field Ek 
along the k-axis. 
In ferroelectric crystals, there always exists spontaneous polarization which is a 
result of difference in the centers of both positive and negative charges in the crystal even 
in the absence of any external electric field [2,10,11]. Spontaneous polarization occurs 
below a transition temperature (Tc). In most cases, the spontaneous polarization in a 
ferroelectric crystal is not uniformly distributed through out the whole crystal. They form 
small regions, called domains. Within each domain the direction of spontaneous is the  
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same. The polarization direction of each domain is determined by the crystal symmetry of 
the ferroelectric crystal. Piezoelectric ceramics, such as PZT, thus consist of a polydomain 
structure. The polydomain system is in the state of minimum energy balanced from both 
electric and mechanical contributions.  
During poling of piezoelectric ceramics, the applied electric field of sufficiently 
high field strength helps orient the polarization in different domains towards the field 
direction. Figure 2.2 shows the polarization hysteresis loop of a ferroelectric material. With 
increasing electric field, favorably oriented domains in the material grow at the expense of 
the other domains. The polarization (P) of the material, when plotted against the electric 
field (E), thus increases rapidly during the initial stage and becomes saturated when all the 
domains become nearly coinciding with the electric field direction at sufficiently high 
electric field.  When no further domain reorientation can occur, the polarization (P) is said 
to have saturated and its value increases slightly but roughly linear with a further increase 
in electric field (E).  If this linear response is extrapolated back to the polarization axis, the 
polarization value at the intersection is designated as the saturation polarization (Ps). On 
reversing the field to E=0, some polarization is retained in the material, called remnant 
polarization (Pr), which is always smaller than the saturation polarization (Ps). On further 
increasing the field in the negative direction, the polarization in the material changes sign 
and eventually becomes saturated in the negative field direction. 
The reversed electric field needed to return the material to the zero polarization 
state is known as the coercive field (Ec). For a poled ferroelectric crystal, the switching of 
polarization in opposite directions via an a.c. field produces a hysteresis (Figure 2.2), which 
has been attributed to heat loss as a result of polarization switching and domain wall 
movement. For most ferroelectrics, there is a certain temperature, above which Ps becomes  






































This ferroelectric-paraelectric phase transition temperature, which is manifested by the 
maximum dielectric constant of the material, is called the Curie temperature (TC). Above 
the Curie temperature, the material is of higher symmetry and behaves like a normal 
dielectric with no ferroelectric hysteresis [11].   
 
2.2 Normal & Relaxor Ferroelectrics 
Normal ferroelectrics are characterized by a sharp phase transition from the 
paraelectric to the ferroelectric state in the dielectric permittivity-temperature curve. For 
instance, in barium titanate, the ferroelectric-paraelectric transition occurs at 120°C, which 
roughly corresponds to the peak in dielectric-permittivity. Above the Curie temperature 
(Tc) the material has a cubic crystal structure. The relative permittivity follows the Curie-
Weiss law:  
 
 
Below the Curie temperature, the cubic structure changes to a lower symmetry and 
there is a sharp decrease in the dielectric constant. In contrast to normal ferroelectrics, a 
group of ferroelectric materials exhibit a broad, frequency-dependent transition at the Curie 
temperature. As the measurement frequency is increased, the maximum permittivity 
decreases while the transformation temperature increases. This group of materials is termed 
relaxor ferroelectrics [12]. They are characterized by negligibly small remnant polarization 
and, generally, the absence of sharp macroscopic phase (symmetry) change at the transition 
[13]. Relaxor materials often have perovskite structure and contain more than 2 cations. 
Lead magnesium niobate, (Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3 or PMN) lead zinc niobate, (Pb(Zn1/3Nb2/3)O3 
or PZN) and lead scandium niobate, (Pb(Sc1/2Nb1/2)O3 or PSN) are typical examples of 
relaxor ferroelectrics.  They consist of a mixed B-site ions, Mg2+ (Zn2+ or Sc3+) and Nb5+.  
The corner A-sites of the perovskite are occupied by Pb2+ ions and the central B-site can be 
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either Mg2+ (or Zn2+, or Sc3+) or Nb5+ ion. The occupancy ratio of the B-site cations 
influences the symmetry of the crystal [13,14].  Several models have been proposed to 
explain the relaxor behaviour. The space charge model attributes this to anti-
ferroelectrically ordered regions in the material where the Mg:Nb occupation ratio is 1:1 
[15], while the random field model attributes the phenomenon to disorder-induced local 
anisotropy arising from different ionic radii [16]. Models invoking a combined space 
charge and random field effects have also been proposed [17].  In such models, the 
structurally/chemically-disordered crystalline solids are viewed as exhibiting retarded 
relaxation of their orientational polarization on cooling from the temperature of maximum 
permittivity, or Tmax, ultimately resulting in a frozen-in, glass-like state that lacks long-
range order. However, local dipoles condense into randomly oriented polarization of 
several unit cells in size that are richer in Nb5+ ions than the average chemical formulae 
[21]. These polar nano regions (PNR) exist well above Tmax to a higher temperature, called 
the Burns temperature (Td). This was experimentally shown in La-doped PZT or (PLZT) 
piezoceramics, in which PNR persists until a few hundred degrees above Tc. 
The size of the PNRs should be smaller than 500 
o
A  so that they cannot be seen on 
the profile of the x-ray diffraction lines [21,22]. Their sizes increase upon cooling but are 
never large enough to precipitate out into a long-range-ordered ferroelectric state even at 
sufficiently low temperatures. On application of an electric field, the PNRs orient along the 
field direction to form micro-and then macro-domains [19-20]. In summary, 
compositionally-induced disorder and associated random fields are believed to be 
responsible for the observed properties of most relaxor ferroelectrics of ABO3 perovskite 
structure.  
Other distinct features in the relaxor ferroelectrics are the absence of macroscopic 
polarization, reduced hysteresis behavior  near Tmax, diffuse  phase transformation, and a  
clear optical isotropy when there is no external field [23]. These are illustrated in Figure 2.3. 
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The usual approach of studying the ferroelectric behavior of a material has been to vary the 
composition and degree of disorder in the material. However, this approach also introduces 
lattice defects, lattice strains and changed interatomic forces which may complicate the 
interpretation of experimental results of the relaxor ferroelectrics. 
 
2.3 Perovskite Structure  
 
Perovskites are a group of ferroelectrics which are most commonly studied. 
Perovskite is a mineral name of calcium titanate (CaTiO3). Its general chemical formula is 
ABO3 (or ABIBIIO3), where A is lower charged, larger cations (Ca2+, Pb2+, Na+, Ba2+, etc.) 
placed at the corners of a simple cubic structure, B smaller and higher charged cations 
(Zn2+, Nb5+, Ti4+, Mg2+, Zr4+, Co2+, etc) at the body centers and oxygen atoms at the face 
centers (Figure 2.4). This structure can also be regarded as a set of BO6 octahedral arranged 
in a simple cubic pattern and linked together by shared oxygen atoms, with A atoms 
occupying the spaces in between them [10]. A wide variety of cations can be substituted in 
the perovskite structure. The relationship below gives the tolerance factor (t) 
 
t = (RA + RO) / ( 2 (RB + RO) 
 
where RA, RB, and RO are the ionic radius of large cation, small cation, and anion 
respectively. An ideal cubic perovskite structure correspond to when t = 1.0. In practice, 
most structures having a tolerance factor of between 0.95 and 1.0 are cubic; those with 
lower values are slightly distorted but non-ferroelectric and those slightly over 1.0 tend to 
be ferroelectric [24]. On cooling from high temperatures the perovskite structure undergoes 
single phase transition in some materials like PbTiO3 and multiple phase transitions in 
some materials (BaTiO3, NaNbO3, etc). These phase transitions can be ferroelectric, 




Figure 2.3 Basic relaxor characteristics (a) Dielectric properties, (b) Polarization-










































































Figure 2.4 Perovskite structures of various crystallographic crystal structures whose 
polarization directions are shown by the position of B-site cations i.e., [001] 









The materials in this study have perovskite structures, distorted in the polarization direction 
(Figure 2.4). Perovskite structure is very tolerant to cation substitution to both and A and B 
sites of lattice, hence may lead to more complex compounds of both normal and relaxor 
types of ferroelectrics such as BaTiO3, PbTiO3,  Pb(Zn1/3Nb2/3)O3, Pb(Fe1/2Ta1/2)O3, 
Pb(Co1/4Mn1/4W1/2)O3, Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3, Pb(Sc2/3W1/3)O3, Pb(Co1/3Ta2/3)O3, 
Pb(Co1/3Nb2/3)O3,  Pb(Ni1/3Ta2/3)O3, etc. 
A crystal variant or orientational state is defined by the local polarization direction 
of a domain in the crystal. The number of variants depends on the point group symmetry of 
the crystal. The possible variants of various crystallographic structures are shown in Figure 
2.5. Physical properties of each variant have to be defined with respect to a set of standard 
coordinate axes. In this work, three different classes of crystals i,e rhombohedral (3m), 
tetragonal (4mm) and orthorhombic (mm2) are used. Their standard orthogonal sets of axes, 
given in Nye [18] with right-handed set will be used in this work. The X3 direction is 





211 ] and X3 = [111] for rhombohedral (R) symmetry]; X1 = [100], X2 = [010] and X3 
= [001] for tetragonal (T) symmetry; and  X1= [
−
101 ], X2 = [ 001
−
] and X3 = [011] for 
orthogonal (O) symmetry. Figure 2.6 depicts these axis notations for easy reference. 
 
2.4 Lead Zirconate Titanate (PZT) Piezoceramics 
Piezoelectric materials, dominated by poled ceramics in the form of modified lead 
zirconate-lead titanate (PbZrO3-PbTiO3) solid solutions, have been one of the materials 
most utilized in transducer and actuator applications. This solid solution is cubic at high 
temperatures but becomes slightly distorted at lower temperatures, where it is ferroelectric. 
The ferroelectric  PbZr1-xTixO3   (PZT) system has been extensively studied because of its 





















































Figure 2.5 Ferroelectric domain orientational states of Rhombohedral, Tetragonal, 





















































































Except for a narrow region close to PbZrO3, the ferroelectric phase is divided into two 
regions of different symmetries, rhombohedral for Zr-rich compositions and tetragonal for 
Ti-rich compositions.
 
The reason for the maximum electromechanical response at the MPB 
compositions continues to remain unsettled although the phenomenon has been exploited 
commercially for over decades ever since its discovery.  
The phase diagram of PZT was originally established by Jaffe et al. [24], who 
attributed high dielectric and piezoelectric properties to mixed phases at the MPB 
composition. Recently high-resolution x-ray diffraction measurements by Noheda et al. 
[25,26] showed that an intermediate monoclinic phase exists between the rhombohedral 
and tetragonal PZT phases. The observation of this monoclinic phase has allowed a 
preliminary modification of the phase diagram, as shown in Figure 2.7. The existence of 
orientational dependence of the dielectric and piezoelectric properties in the PZT system 
has been studied by Du et al. [27]. Phenomenological calculations based on single crystal 
geometry showed that for tetragonal PZT, the effective piezoelectric constant d33 
monotonously decreases as the crystal cutting angle deviates more and more  from the 
[001] spontaneous polarization direction. However, for rhombohedral PZT, the effective 
piezoelectric constant d33 along the perovskite [001] direction was found to be much larger 
than that along the [111] spontaneous polarization direction.  
Mishra et al.[28] investigated the maximum electromechanical response of PZT as 
a function of temperature and reported that this occurs in the tetragonal phase just outside 
the MPB. Their results throw doubts on the hypothesis of Jaffe et al.[24] that the 
coexistence of rhombohedral and tetragonal phases at the MPB is responsible for the 
enhancement of electromechanical responses. Poled piezoelectric, such as PZT, are used 



























Figure 2.7  Phase diagram of PZT. FT-FM and PC-FT  transition temperatures for x = 
















coefficients; large dielectric permittivities; wide operating temperature ranges; and low cost. 
Poled ferroelectric, however, also have several limitations when used in actuator and 
transducer applications. These limitations include aging of dielectric and piezoelectric 
properties due to domain reorientation, which results in large hysteresis during cycling of 
applied fields. 
 
2.5 Relaxor PZN-PT Single Crystals 
2.5.1 Crystal Growth and Properties of PZN-PT Single Crystals 
Lead zinc niobate, Pb(Zn1/3Nb2/3)O3 (PZN), is a relaxor ferroelectric material with a 
disordered perovskite structure which has a rhombohedral symmetry with point group 3m 
at room temperature and undergoes a diffuse phase transition over a temperature  range of 
140oC from rhombohedral to cubic symmetry [29]. The relaxor behaviour in PZN is 
believed to originate from a disordered complex structure, in which Zn2+ and Nb5+ cations 
have only short-range order on the B-sites. Lead titanate, PbTiO3 (PT) is a normal 
ferroelectric and has a tetragonal symmetry below 490oC with point group P4mm at room 
temperature [30]. 
In 1980, Kuwata et al. [31,32] succeeded in growing single crystals of 
Pb(Zn1/3Nb2/3)O3-PbTiO3 (PZN-PT) solid solution of entire composition range and 
performed a series of measurement on the grown crystals. They reported that PZN-9%PT 
samples poled along the [001] crystal axis exhibited anomalously large piezoelectric 
coefficients and electro-mechanical coupling factors (d33 = 1500 pC/N and k33 = 0.92). 
Their results further showed that PZN-PT solid solution has a morphotropic phase 
boundary (MPB) between the rhombohedral and the tetragonal phase at PZN-(9-11)%PT.  
The original phase diagram of the PZN-PT system constructed by Kuwata et al. [31] is 
given in Figure 2.8.  The MPB in the PZN-PT system is fairly vertical near room 































compositions generally have a rhombohedral crystal structure, while those with PT contents 
higher than the MPB compositions have a tetragonal crystal structure [31,32]. The direction 
of spontaneous polarization for the rhombohedral phase is along the [111] crystal direction 
and that for the tetragonal phase is along the [001] crystal direction.  PZN-xPT solid 
solutions with 0.045 ≤ x ≤ 0.09 have been shown to exhibit superior dielectric and 
piezoelectric properties, which are in the ferroelectric rhombohedral state at room condition.  
There followed a period of little research activities. Then it was only until the mid 
1990’s that a systematic study of the flux growth of PZN-PT single crystals was performed 
by (Toshiba group) and Mulvihill et al. [33,34].  By then, the size of the crystals obtained 
was sufficiently large to enable more detailed property evaluation of the material. In 1996 
and 1997, Park and Shrout [35-37] published a series of papers detailing the superior 
dielectric and piezoelectric properties of single crystals of Pb(Zn1/3Nb2/3)O3-PbTiO3 and 
Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3-PbTiO3 systems at their morphotropic phase boundaries. They reported 
extremely high dielectric constant (KT) of about 4500-5000 and electromechanical 
properties (i.e., k33 ≈ 0.92 and d33 ≈ 1500 pC/N). Their works have created a renewed 
interest worldwide in growing large-size relaxor-PT single crystals as well as in their 
applications in high-performance piezo devices including ultrasound medical imaging 
probes, Sonar for underwater communications, high-power-density and high-sensitivity 
sensors and actuators, etc. 
In addition to the conventional flux growth technique, both the solution Bridgman 
growth technique [38,39] and the top-seeded solution growth technique [40,41] have also 
been attempted by contemporary scientists and researchers for growing large-diameter 
PZN-PT single crystals for commercial exploitation. More recently, solid state crystal 
growth technique has been used for growing large-size relaxor PZT single crystals [42]. 
Strain measurements under unipolar electric field have shown that [001]-poled 
PZN-PT single crystals of near morphotropic phase boundary compositions exhibit large 
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quasi-linear an-hysteretic strain of  up to 0.6% and that maximum strains of up to 1.7% can 
be induced by fields up to 6.0 kV/mm under stress-free conditions [35,36,37].  The effects 
of crystal orientation have also been studied by several researchers.  It has been widely 
accepted that [001]-poled single crystals have the most stable domain configuration such 
that they exhibit superior dielectric and electromechanical properties with KT ≈ 5000, k33 ≈ 
0.92-0.94 and d33 ≈ 2000 pC/N, and high strain values with minimum hysteresis.  
Extremely high k31 and d31 values of 0.80 and >1200 pC/N, respectively, have also 
been reported by several other researches [43-45]. The observed high electromechanical 
responses have been attributed to electric field induced polarization rotation and phase 
changes in these single crystals [35,46]. Despite the above, there exists large scatters in 
measured dielectric constant (KT), electromechanical coefficients (kt, k31, k33, k33’) and 
piezoelectric constants (d33, d31) reported by various research groups as well as within 
individual groups (see Table 2.1 for details). This has been attributed to compositional 
segregation in the grown crystals as well as with in individual wafers cut from the same 
crystal. Different processing conditions of the crystal, notably the poling conditions, could 
also have contributed to the scatters in the measured properties. 
2.5.2 Structural Characterization of PZN-PT Single Crystals 
Another plausible reason for the observed property variations is the complex phases 
and domains present in as-grown crystals or originated after poling. Recently, by using 
high energy x-ray and neutron diffractions, new monoclinic or orthorhombic phases have 
been reported in both PMN-PT and PZN-PT single crystals of near MPB compositions [47-
52]. Vanderbilt and Cohen [53], using eighth order Devonshire theory, explained the 
presence of these recently discovered new phases in both PZT and PZN-xPT systems. 





Table 2.1 Measured dielectric and electromechanical properties of [001] & [011]-poled  








A:  PZN-(9-9.5)%PT        
Kuwata et al. [31,32] 2500 0.92 - 0.62 - 1570 -493 
Park & Shrout [130] 1553-1600 0.89 - - 0.54 1600  
Saitoh et al. [128,129] 3000-3500 0.90-0.94 0.83-0.84 - 0.55 - - 
Harada et al. [38] 2500-3500 0.90-0.92 0.82-0.85 - 0.60 1500-2000 - 
Hosono, et al. [122] 3000 - 0.82-0.83 - 0.56 2000 - 
Ogawa et al. [44] 4600 0.95 - 0.81 0.57 2500 -1700 
Variations 3550±30% 0.93±2% 0.84±3% 0.62(0.81) 0.54±11% 2000±25% -1100±55% 
B.  PZN-8%PT        
Park & Shrout [34-37] 4200-5500 0.94-0.95 - - - 2070-2600 - 
Geng et al. [43] 5100 0.94 0.91 0.59(0.82)* 0.48 2200 -1075 
Yin et al. [131] 6089 0.94 - 0.53 - 2300 -1100 
Zhang et al. [45,81] 7700 0.94 - 0.60 0.45 2890 -1455 
Variations 6500±23% 0.94±1% - 0.60(0.82)* 0.47±4% 2550±14% -1250±16% 
C.  PZN-7%PT        
Harada et al. [38] ≈4000 - ≥0.80 - ≥0.60 - - 
Hosono, et al. [122] 3500 - 0.84 - 0.58 1700 - 
Zhang et al. [134] 5622 0.92 - 0.58 0.47 2455 -1204 
Variations 4560±23% - 0.83±2% - 0.54±6% 2080±18% - 
D.  PZN-6%PT        
Park & Shrout [34-37] 4800 0.93 - - - 2400 - 
Variations        
E.  PZN-4.5%PT        
Park & Shrout [34-37] 4000 0.91 - - - 2000 - 
Yin et al. [131] 5242 0.90 - 0.49 - 1734 -962 
Liu et al. [37] 5000 0.92 - 0.57 - 2280 -1015 
Yin et al. [89] 5200 0.91 - 0.50 0.50 2100 -970 
Hosono, et al. [133] - - 0.62 - - 1900 - 
Park&Hackenberger [135] 5000 0.92 - - - 2200 - 
Liu & Lynch [60] - - - - - 2140 -980 
Variations 4600±13% 0.91±1% - 0.53±7% - 2086±10% -990±3% 
        
 II:  [110]-poled properties (of [001]-length cut) 
     
A.  PZN-8%PT        
Lu et al. [78] ≈5000 - - - - - - 
Zhang et al. [136] - - - 0.86 - - 
−1887 
B.  PZN-4.5%PT        
Liu & Lynch [60] - - - - - 980 
−1670 
Zhang et al. [136] - - - 0.73 - - - 
        








lower symmetry phases monoclinic, triclinic, etc, have been proposed. An in-situ x-ray 
diffraction study was performed by Durbin et al. [47] on PZN-8%PT crystals electrically 
biased along the [001] direction. Several important observations were made in their study. 
First, the microscopic strain exactly reflected the macroscopic strain measurement of Park 
and Shrout [35]. Second, the lattice spacing observed along the [001] direction at high 
fields was that expected for tetragonal compositions. Third, on removal of the field the 
tetragonal phase changes into a mixture of monoclinic and tetragonal phases with the 
former being dominant [48]. Evidence of coexistence of hetero-phases had also been 
reported by Fujishiro et al. [54] by means of polarized light microscopy. Using the 
synchrotron x-ray powder diffraction technique on ground crystal powder of PZN-xPT, the 
presence of orthorhombic (O) phase within a very narrow compositional range of 
0.08<x<0.11 was reported by La-Orauttapong et al. [56]. The proposed new phase diagram 
for the PZN-PT system by these authors is shown in Figure 2.9(a). This orthorhombic 
phase, which can be regarded as a phase with monoclinic distortion Pm, when lattice 
parameters a and c become equal, was observed up to x = 10%. For x ≥ 11% only 
tetragonal phase was found down to 20 K [49-52,55,56]. The presence of the orthorhombic 
phase was also verified with pyroelectric and dielectric measurements on poled samples; its 
existence is found to depend sensitively on crystal orientation, poling field and prior 
thermal treatment experienced by the material [57,58,59]. Using the structural data reported 
in the literature, Topolov et al. [62-65] has discussed the possible coexistence of two or 
three phases promoted by elastic matching and relaxation of internal stresses at the 
interfaces of the various phases. 
More recently, Lim et al. [66] reported trapped metastable phases in single crystal 
plates of PZN-(8-9)%PT.  Even in fine powder form, Bertram et al. [41] reported the 
presence of mixed phases in unpoled PZN–PT of different compositions, of which the 


















Figure 2.9 (a) New phase diagram of PZN-xPT proposed by La-Orauttapong et al. [56], 
(b) Sketch of the perovskite unit cell with the polarization vector (solid 
arrow) in the monoclinic MA phase, rotating between the rhombohedral (R) 
and tetragonal (T) phases in the (1 1 0) plane (shaded). (c). Sketch of the 
Perovskite unit cell with polarization vectors (solid arrows) in the 










further noted that the sharpest (002)R peak for unpoled PZN-(6-7)%PT, with a full-width-
at-half-maximum (FWHM) of instrumental resolution (0.12-0.15°) was obtained when the 
powder samples have a particle size of 106-125 µm, indicating relatively stress-free 
rhombohedral phase. On the other hand, broad (002)R peak typically observed in PZN–PT 
single crystal plates and coarse powder samples is the result of trapped metastable phases 
and, to a lesser extent, the transformation stresses/strains in the material. Using a geometric 
model, they deduced that the minimum stress-free domain size should be in the range of 
55-70 µm for bulk PZN-PT single crystal.   
Forrester et al. [69] postulated that the monoclinic phase exists only in a narrow 
range of composition near the morphotropic phase boundary and that the monoclinic phase 
is observed only under the application of electric field. The effect of an applied electric 
field on the polarization has also been studied theoretically and experimentally. Based on 
first principal calculations, a polarization rotation mechanism has been proposed by Fu and 
Cohen [46] to explain the ultrahigh electromechanical response found in PZN-xPT using 
BaTiO3 as a model. According to their model, the application of an electric field along the 
[001] direction in rhombohedral PZN-xPT induces a rotation of the polarization vector in a 
[ 011
−
] plane, from the rhombohedral to the tetragonal axis i.e., R-MA-T path as shown in 
Figure 2.9(b). However, an experimental x-ray study by Noheda et al.[49] showed that for 
PZN-4.5%PT, the polarization rotation takes the path of R-MA-T in the ( 011
−
) crystal plane. 
For PZN-8%PT, a different path R-MA-MC-T is followed instead; that is, it takes place via 
the R-MA-T line in the ( 011
−
) crystal plane at low applied field but switches suddenly to the 
O-MC-T line in the (010) plane at high field, as shown in Figure 2.9(c).  From the above, it 
is evident that the monoclinic/orthorhombic phases are intermediate phases between the 
rhombohedral to tetragonal transition. These intermediate phases are attributed to rotational 
polarization instabilities [46,70]. These instabili
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direction anisotropy near the MPB which decreases the domain wall energy dramatically. 
An adaptive monoclinic phase was proposed by Jin et al. [71], who envisaged that misfit 
stresses/strains between ferroelastic domains can be accommodated via the formation of 
such an adaptive phase of low domain wall energy density.   
The synchrotron experiments [55,56] also showed that, once the electric field is 
applied on PZN-8%PT, the initial rhombohedral phase is not recovered. The polarization 
follows the T-MC-O path (Figure 2.9(c)) during the removal of the field, with the 
polarization rotating back from the [001] to the [101] direction and the orthorhombic phase 
becomes metastable at zero field. Therefore, an irreversible rhombohedral-orthorhombic 
phase change takes place under the field for PZN-8%PT; namely, the intermediate phase in 
the PZN-PT phase diagram is enlarged towards smaller Ti contents, as in PZT.  
More recently, high energy x-ray diffraction studies have shown a surprise phase 
(X-phase) for bulk PZN-PT single crystal, which has an average cubic lattice for the 
compositions away from MPB [72]. It has also been found that the outer layer of these 
crystals have different crystal structure than that of the bulk [73]. 
Viehland et al. [75,76,77] and Lu et al. [78,79] have shown that very high 
piezoelectricity is not exclusive to <001>-oriented crystal, but also found in <011>-
oriented PZN-xPT and PMN-yPT rhombohedral crystals of near MPB compositions, by 
inducing the orthorhombic phase instead of the tetragonal one. Recently, Guo et al. [80] 
have also reported good piezoelectric properties of [011]-poled PMN-33%PT single 
crystals. At low poling fields, [011]-poled wafers of PZN-8%PT crystals show a 
multidomain rhombohedral state. In contrast, the orthorhombic phase is induced at room 
temperature when poled at higher fields [79].  Priya et al. [58] further showed that [011]-
poling at sufficiently high fields induces a monodomain orthorhombic state, which 
becomes metastable on field removal. This, in turn, causes the properties of the poled 
crystals to degrade. 
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PZN-PT and PMN-PT single crystals can be poled to a single domain state when 
poled in the <111> spontaneous polarization direction. Dielectric (KT) and piezoelectric 
properties (d31 and d33) of <111> oriented single domain rhombohedral crystals are 
generally inferior due to complete domain orientation under bias [81]. This causes elastic 
energy in the crystal to increase and the crystal to partially depole after removal of the 
applied electric field. On the other hand, the shear coupling coefficients (k15) and 
piezoelectric constants (d15) are much higher than the <001> and <011> poled crystals 
[82,83,84].  
Single domain properties of [111] poled crystals have also been investigated by a 
number of researchers. Using the resonance technique, very high values of d15=9200 pC/N 
were obtained for ( 011 ) electroded single-domain samples while, d15 = 5000-6000 and 92-
93% for the ( 211 ) electroded samples [83]. It should, however, be noted that the d15 value 
deduced from the above technique may subject to errors for high coupling resonators due to 
possible coupled resonant modes [85] (in this case k15 > 0.90). Static tests are 
recommended for more accurate determination of the shear piezoelectric d15 constants. 
Using the later technique, Liu et al. [82] obtained d15 ≈ 5500 pC/N for PZN-4.5%PT and 
d15 ≈ 7500 pC/N for PZN-8%PT. Another measurement technique is the ultrasonic 
measurements where by the elastic constants are determined from the phase velocities of 
the acoustic wave in the crystal. However, due to high acoustic attenuation of certain 
modes which may damp the propagation of ultrasonic waves in certain directions, the 
complete set of material constants for low symmetry systems is difficult to obtain from this 
technique. Taking advantage of both ultrasonic and resonance techniques, Zhang et al. [81] 
reported the d15 value of 4100 pC/N for single-domain PMN-33%PT single crystal. They 
also reported that the electromechanical coupling coefficient (k33) and the piezoelectric 
constant (d33) for single-domain PMN-33%PT, being ≈0.7 and 190 pC/N, respectively, 
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which are much lower than the multidomain state when poled along the [001] direction. In 
addition to the different measurement techniques described above, the selection of sample 
aspect ratio is important in order to separate the different coupling modes for a valid d15 
determination [81,85,86]. Since the single-domain state is unstable for this system such that 
the material may partially depole during tests, a bias electric field was applied along the 
[111] poling direction during test to maintain the single domain state.  Dielectric anomalies 
induced by different electrical and thermal conditions in [111] poled single-domain 
samples have also been investigated. Three different phase transitions were observed. The 
amplitude of these dielectric anomalies are frequency dependent, but the critical phase 
transformation temperatures are practically independent of the electric field [87]. 
2.6       Domain Structures in Relaxor Single Crystals 
Both relaxor PZN-PT and PMN-PT single crystals have the perovskite crystal 
structure. Depending on the composition of the single crystal, these single crystals exhibit 
different stable phases at room temperature. As already discussed in the previous section, 
PZN-PT single crystals of compositions below the MPB have rhombohedral symmetry 
with point group 3m and those above MPB have tetragonal symmetry with 4mm point 
group. In the MPB region there exists a lower symmetry orthorhombic phase with point 
group mm2 [56]. In PMN-PT, a monoclinic phase has been reported in the MPB region 
[88,89]. The spontaneous polarization directions and the number of orientational states of 
rhombohedral, tetragonal, orthorhombic and monoclinic phases are shown in Figure 2.5. 
Superior dielectric and piezoelectric properties of PZN-PT and PMN-PT single crystals 
have been observed in domain engineered crystals. Domain-engineering is defined as the 
way of producing a desired domain structure/geometry where the spatial distribution of 
domains is tuned to correspond to the k-vectors of fields propagating through the material, 
to exhibit the desired dielectric and piezoelectric properties [90]. 
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The expected properties of the domain engineered crystals may be estimated by 
taking the volume average of the response of each individual domain. The response to 
external fields is described by tensorial properties averaged over all the involved domain 
states. The outstanding properties of the relaxor-based ferroelectric crystals are closely 
related to their domain and phase states. Since the properties depend on domain structures, 
it is very much useful to understand and relate the behavior of domain structures with 
material properties in order to incorporate the crystals in practical applications.  
On application of electric field or mechanical stress or both, domain switching 
occurs to more favorable states under the applied conditions. Whether the domain 
switching is reversible or irreversible depends on the free energy of the switched state. 
Domain switching induced by the application of electric field is called “ferroelectric 
switching” and when by mechanical stress it is called “ferroelastic switching. However in 
some ferroics domain switching is induced by simultaneous application of field and stress. 
These ferroics are called as “ferroelastoelectrics” [91,92]. In PZN-PT and PMN-PT single 
crystals one can observe both ferroelectric domains and ferroelastic domain switching. For 
the case of rhombohedral domains, switching occurs at angles of 71º, 109º and 180º. 
Similarly, single crystals in tetragonal phase have 6 domain states with switching angles at 
either 90º or 180º. The orthorhombic phase has 12 domain states and the switching angles 
are 60º, 90º, 120º or 180º.   
When these single crystals are poled along a non-polar axis a multi-domain 
configuration is produced with various degenerate states depending on the poling direction. 
Due to elastic compatibility the angles between different domain states are well defined, 
and determined by the symmetry of the ferroelectric phase. Before poling, the 
rhombohedral domains can have eight orientations resulting from the polarization vector 
pointing to each of the eight <111> corners. During poling, in the [001] crystal direction 
the applied electric field leads to energetically favorable domain states and only four 
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orientations of the polarization vectors remain (i.e., those with a component of the 
polarization vector in the direction of the [001] poling field). If all the four possible 
orientation vectors occupy the same volume of the material, the macroscopic symmetry 
(symmetry for the sample as a whole) becomes tetragonal even though the micro symmetry 
(that of the unit cells) is rhombohedral. It is also possible that some domains will be 
tetragonal in symmetry if field-induced-phase-transformation occurs during the [001]-field 
poling. 
Similarly, when a rhombohedral crystal is poled along the [011] crystal direction, 
two domain states will result leading to a macroscopic symmetry of orthorhombic (mm2) 
symmetry. Usually, in a single crystal the domain states with the polarization vectors 
making the smallest angle with the applied field is favored. Each domain will take one of 
these polarizations.  
Domain structures can be observed using various techniques including, polarized 
light microscopy (PLM), transmission electron microscopy (TEM), x-ray topography, 
scanning force microscopy (SFM), piezo force microscopy (PFM), scanning electron 
acoustic microscopy (SEAM), etc. Each has its own advantages and limitations. For 
example, polarized microscopy is the most convenient tool for analyzing the domain 
structures but it cannot differentiate 180º domains, and due to limited resolution, it does not 
reveal details of domain configurations but provides only a representative domain structure 
averaged throughout the specimen thickness. For other techniques like TEM, SEM, the 
sample should be very thin and small or have a conductive coating so that the high-energy 
electron beams would not alter the domain structure.  
Domain structures and phase transitions of PZN-PT and PMN-PT single crystals 



















Figure 2.10  Domain structures and phase transition of a (001) PZN91/9 crystal platelet 
(48µm thick): (a) Coexistence of the rhombohedral domains (R, with 
extinction // <110>cub) and the tetragonal domains (T, with extinction // 
<001>cub); (b) Morphotropic phase transitions from the rhombohedral (in 
















coexistence of rhombohedral (trigonal) and tetragonal domains (Figure 2.10) were 
proposed  for  PZN-PT  and  PMN-PT  single  crystals  of  morphotropic  compositions 
[93,94,95]. In contrast, Xu et al. [96] has shown the presence of third ferroelectric phase 
(monoclinic phase) other than rhombohedral and tetragonal in PMN-33%PT. Phases 
(triclinic) with symmetry lower than monoclinic phase was also reported on compositions 
away from the MPB [97]. Phase-transformational sequence and coexistence of phases for 
various compositions of PMN-PT were reported. [97-100]. Similarly temperature induced 
phase transition sequence in unpoled PZN-8%PT has also been studied using synchrotron 
radiation topography [101,102] 
Belegundu et al. [103] reported the domain structures in PZN-PT of various 
compositions and at different temperatures. Spindle-like morphology was found for 
rhombohedral domains and laminar- or stripe-like patterns for tetragonal domains. 
Fujishiro et al. [54] also observed the spindle-like domains with various shapes changing 
into distinct lamellar domains as the PT content increases. They observed complicated 
structures consisting of laminar domain walls and spindle-like walls and distinguished them 
as seven different regions as shown in Figure 2.11.  Many factors have been found to affect 
the domain structures, which include defect structure and density, stress and electric history, 
boundary conditions, temperature relative to transition temperatures [104].  
Yu et al. [104,105] observed dendritic domain structures in PZN-8%PT single 
crystals by means of atomic force microscopy (AFM) on etched surfaces.  Domain 
structures of unpoled PZN-8%PT single crystals of both (001) and (011) plates using the 
scanning force microscopy (SFM) in piezo-response-mode have also been reported 
[106,107]. Regular fingerprint structure of non-ferroelastic domains with anti-parallel 
polarization has been observed in unpoled samples. The ferroelastic domain wall has been 
identified in poled (011) samples. Similar study was performed on various compositions of  






Figure 2.11 (a) Domain structure pattern of PZN-9%PT taken at room temperature. (b) 















structures [108-111]. Under zero-field conditions, increasing the PT content in PMN-yPT 
changed the  domain  structure  from  polar  nano  domains for y < 0.25,  to  fine  crossed  
hatched domains near the morphotropic phase boundary, and to micro-sized domains for y 
=0.4. [111]. Cross hatched, or tweed, domains arranged in a multilayered structure have 
also been reported in (001)-poled rhombohedral phase of PMN-32%PT and PZN-4.5%PT 
single crystals. Theoretically, all the four domain states are equally probable in an [001]-
poled crystal but only the following two domain configurations are observed commonly – 
one containing two domain states with 109º charged domains walls along either the (110) 
or ( 011
−
) crystal plane and the other consisting of 71º domains with charged and uncharged 
domains walls.  These two domain configurations have 4mm and 2mm (or even lower) 
macroscopic symmetry, respectively [112,113,114]. It should also be emphasized that 
energetically, charged domain walls are not favored in real ferroelectric materials unless 













Growth and Longitudinal Properties of PZN-PT Single Crystals   
3.1 Background 
 Despite the extensive efforts made in the flux growth of PZN-PT single crystals 
and the claims that large-size (i.e. > 25 mm in edge length) PZN-PT single crystals have 
been successfully grown, currently grown PZN-PT single crystals are plagued with a host 
of problems. One of the major issues has been the significant compositional segregation in 
the grown crystals as well as within individual wafers cut from the same crystal. This has 
led to large scatters in measured dielectric constant (KT), electromechanical coupling 
factors (k33, k31, kt, etc.) and piezoelectric coefficients (d33, d31, etc.) reported by various 
research groups as well as within individual groups, as detailed in Table 2.1.  Developing 
ways of growing large-size, high-homogeneity PZN-PT single crystals is thus one of the 
major challenges faced by contemporary scientists and researchers before their wide-
spread applications can be realized. In what follows, the flux growth mechanism of PZN-
PT single crystals will be briefly summarized. Composition homogeneity and dielectric 
and piezoelectric properties of the grown crystals will be examined and discussed, from 
which the optimum crystal composition, and their properties are deduced. 
 
3.2 A Note on Flux Growth Mechanisms of PZN-PT Crystals 
Self-flux growth is a very efficient self-purification process. The use of high purity 
charge is thus not a necessity. In general, starting component powders with 99.95% purity 
suffice. In the flux growth of PZN-PT single crystals, local cooling arrangement is often 
made to enable single crystal nucleation at the base of the Pt crucible. When perfect single 
crystal nucleation is initiated in the middle of the base of Pt crucible, the crystal will grow 
in a stress-free manner with minimum constraint and is totally protected by the PbO-rich 
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solution. The latter is important because most relaxor-PT systems, in particular PZN-PT, 
are unstable at high temperatures even in PbO-rich vapor environments [115-117].  
As-grown PZN-PT single crystals generally exhibit prominent (001) facets. 
Examples of such are shown in Figure 3.1(a). When the degree of supersaturation in the 
solution is low (i.e., at a low cooling rate), the growth of a PZN-PT single crystal starts by 
nucleation at <111> corners followed by spreading down adjacent <001> edges and (001) 
crystal faces, as evident in Figure 3.1(a). This is typical of crystal growth from solution of 
simple ionic salts [118], suggesting that PZN-PT-PbO solutions must be composed of 
simple ions.  This remains so even if the PT content in the solution is close to the 
morphotropic phase boundary composition, i.e., about 9-10 mol%PT. 
With an increased degree of supersaturation in the solution, growth of respective 
single crystals via nucleation at <001> edges and on (001) faces becomes feasible. 
Examples of such are shown in Figures 3.1(b) and (c). The growth remains faceted in 
nature until the supersaturation is sufficiently high to promote profuse nucleation and 
growth on (001) faces. Should this occur, (001) growth facets are gradually replaced with 
smooth, non-crystallographic crystal faces.  An example of such growth is shown in 
Figure 3.1(d). When first nucleated, PZN-PT single crystals are close to cubic in shape.  
With favorable isotherms in the solution, preferential nucleation at certain or a given [111] 
corner is promoted such that the corner nucleation rate outpaces the spreading rate onto 
adjacent (001) crystal faces [119]. As a result, the small cube-shaped crystal would evolve 
into various shapes as it grows in size, as shown in Figure 3.2. It is evident from the above 
discussion that proper selection of flux compositions and growth conditions are essential 
in flux growth of PZN-PT single crystals. One may also engineer the isotherms in the 

























Figure 3.1 (a) Natural (001) growth facets in flux-grown PZN-9%PT. (b) and (c) show 
nucleation of (001) layer growth at <001> edge and (001) face, respectively, 
in PZN-9%PT. (d) shows non-crystallographic crystal faces produced by a 
























Figure 3.2 Evolution from (a) near-cubic, to (b) star-shaped, (c) arrowhead-shaped and 
(d) spearhead-shaped crystal due to fast growth along certain <111> 















growth. The crystal growth process in this case will be dominated by the layer growth on 
certain (001) crystal planes. Since each (001) layer represents a layer of material grown 
within a given time interval, and hence of reduced solute segregation, wafer samples cut 
parallel to the prevalent (001) layer growth plane would show improved homogeneity in 
composition and properties.  Besides, should the crystal growth occur in an equilibrium or 
near-equilibrium manner, such as with suitably low cooling and hence growth rates, 
compositional uniformity between wafers can also be enhanced.  
3.3 Improved Flux Growth of PZN-PT Crystals 
The above concept was used to grow large-size PZN-PT single crystals of 
improved uniformity in composition and properties. Figure 3.3 gives a schematic of the 
growth set-up used.  The flux used for the growth of PZN-PT single crystals was PbO. The 
starting precursor powders were PbO, ZnO, Nb2O5 and TiO2, all of 99.95% or higher in 
purity.  Typical solute-to-flux mole ratio used was 0.55:0.45. The component powders, 
weighed to desired proportions, were first mixed thoroughly. After mixing, the powder 
mixture was loaded into a 250 c.c. Pt crucible, covered with a lid and then placed in a 
sealed alumina crucible assembly, as shown in Figure 3.3, to contain potential PbO loss 
during the crystal growth run. The assembly was placed in the crystal growth furnace, 
equipped with a bottom point cooling arrangement to eliminate unwanted nucleation. The 
furnace and the growth program were designed to achieve the desired isotherms in the 
solution which promotes controlled (001) layer growth of the crystal.   
After homogenizing the solution at about 1250°C, the assembly was cooled at a 
controlled rate, typically in the range of 0.5-1.0 °C/h, to start the crystal growth process. 
Slow cooling was stopped after the growth temperature reached about 900°C, whereupon 
the assembly was cooled at a faster rate to room condition. The entire crystal growth run 
typically lasted for several weeks. At the conclusion of the crystal growth run, the crystal 















Figure 3.3 A schematic showing the set-up used for the flux growth of lead-based 













    T.C. 
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  Figure 3.4 shows several large-sizes PZN-PT single crystals grown by the 
improved flux growth technique described above. As-grown PZN-PT single crystals 
typically measure larger than 35 mm in edge length and are light brownish-yellow in 
color. Good quality crystals are translucent when viewed against the light and are 
relatively clear except shadowing effects produced by diffraction of light due to domains 
and inclined crystal surfaces.  It is interesting to note from Figure 3.4 that the growth 
orientation has been engineered with a certain degree of success by exploiting the <111> 
fast growth direction with respect to the isotherms in the solution. 
3.4 Determination of Optimum Crystal Compositions 
PZN-xPT single crystals of different PT contents, namely, x=4.5%, 6%, 7%, 8% 
and 9%, were used in the present work. [100]L/[010]W/[001]T plate and k33-bar samples, of 
larger than 20 mm in edge length and approximately 0.5 mm in thickness for the plates 
and 4×4×12 mm3 in dimensions for the bars, respectively, were prepared from as-grown 
crystals with their largest (001) faces parallel to the prevalent (001) layer growth plane of 
the crystal. The samples were electroded on the appropriate faces with a thin nichrome 
bond coat followed by a thicker gold-palladium electrode layer. They were subsequently 
poled in silicone oil at room temperature. The free dielectric constant (KT) and dielectric 
loss (tanδ) were measured directly with an LCR meter. The electromechanical coupling 
factor (k33) was determined by the resonance technique with an Agilent 4294A impedance 
network analyser. The piezoelectric coefficient (d33) was measured using and a 
Berlincourt-type meter. Typically six or more samples of each composition were tested in 
the present study. 
The Tc distributions were determined from large-area, unpoled plate samples by 
means  of  the  array  dot  electrode technique described in Ref. [120]. The properties of 
PZN-PT single crystals are strongly affected by the poling field used [44,79,80].  To 
















Figure 3.4 Large-size PZN-PT single crystals grown from PbO flux by the improved 
flux growth technique (courtesy of Microfine Materials Technologies Pte 
Ltd).  
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poled at 0.2 kV/mm and their properties (KT, loss, k33 and d33) were measured. After the 
measurement, each sample was again poled to a higher field and its properties were 
rechecked.  This was continued until a degradation of properties was observed. All the 
poling experiments were carried out at room temperature. The poling field giving the best 
property values was taken as the optimum poling condition. In what follows, only 
properties obtained under the optimum poling condition are presented and discussed. 
With respect to the poling of the k33-bar samples, the poling setup was such that 
changes in the domain structure could be followed with the naked eye during poling.  It 
was noted that the sample became slightly cloudier compared to the unpoled state when 
poled at approximately 0.25 kV/mm, indicating the start of polarization reversal/domain 
switching. At this stage, the property values remained low, suggesting that the samples 
were under-poled. With increasing poling field, the crystal became progressively cloudier 
and less transparent (Figure 3.5a). Optimum poling was obtained at 0.525 kV/mm for 
crystals of 7%PT and less and at 0.375 kV/mm for the PZN-8%PT crystal. Above the 
stipulated poling fields, local regions of the crystal reached a glass-like transparency 
initially but the entire crystal suddenly became transparent during the field holding stage 
(see, for example, Figure 3.5b). Shortly after attaining full transparency, the crystal would 
crack profusely when left unattended under the same poling field. The resultant properties 
of such overpoled bars were significantly inferior even if they remained uncracked.  
It should be noted that the optimal poling fields determined in the present work for 
the PZN-PT k33-samples are significantly lower than those reported in the literature [32,34-
36].  One plausible reason is that the flux-grown crystals used in the present work probably 
contained much less impurities and crystal defects, which are known to hinder domain wall 
movement and hence increase the poling field requirement. The variations of Tc in the 
unpoled plate samples, and the dielectric and piezoelectric properties for the optimally 
poled PZN-PT plate and bar samples (i.e., at 0.75-1.0 kV/mm for plates and 0.375-0.575  














Figure 3.5 Pictures of (a) optimally poled and (b) overpoled k33-bar samples. Note the 
















 Judging from the scatter band of Tc shown in Figure 3.6(a), it can be deduced that 
the variation in Tc in large-area wafers, and hence the crystal, can be controlled to within 
±2°C if the charge composition is kept below 7.5%PT.  Above this composition, 
segregation became increasingly prominent during the flux growth process and the 
homogeneity of the grown crystal degraded accordingly. 
More interestingly, Figures 3.6(b) and (c) show that both KT and d33 values are the 
highest (i.e., KT≈ 6000 and d33 ≈ 2800 pC/N for k33-bars) and that a small plateau in these 
properties exists for crystals of (6-7)%PT. In other words, not only are the crystals of PZN-
(6-7)%PT of superior dielectric and piezoelectric properties but also their properties are the 
least sensitive to PT variation in the material.  Figure 3.6(d) further shows that the k33 
values registered for PZN-(6-7)%PT are also the highest at 0.93-0.94 although the k33 
values are comparatively less sensitive to PT content over the composition range studied. It 
is evident from the above results that the optimum composition for growing large-size 
PZN-PT crystals by the flux technique is (6-7)%PT, which yields not only superior but also 
consistent composition and property values. This composition is utilized in the subsequent 
work described below.  
3.5 Homogeneity Check of Flux-grown PZN-(6-7)%PT 
The flux growth process described above has been successfully exploited to grow 
large-size PZN-(6-7)%PT single crystals. A number of crystals were sliced into wafers 
parallel to the prevalent (001) layer growth plane. Typically, about 15 large-area wafers (i.e. 
> 25 mm in edge length and about 0.5 mm in thickness) can be produced from each single 
crystal. 
The array dot electrode technique described in ref. [120] was used to characterize 
large-area wafers produced in the present work. The distribution of the Curie temperature 
























Figure 3.6 Curie temperature (Tc), dielectric constant (KT) and electromechanical 
properties (d33 and k33) of optimally poled flux-grown [100]/[010]/[001] PZN-
PT single crystal samples of different PT contents.  The Tc values were 
obtained from large-area (001) plates of > 20 mm in edge length, while the KT, 
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electrodes, each of about 3.2 mm in diameter and 5 mm in center-to-center separation. This 
was achieved by measuring the temperature dependence of the dielectric constant obtained 
from each dot electrode pair during heating at a rate of about 10°C/h. The temperature at 
which maximum dielectric constant was registered during heating was taken as the Tc of 
the material sandwiched in between the respective dot electrode pair. Typical dielectric 
constant-temperature curves obtained from 6 randomly selected dot electrode pairs from a 
given wafer sample are given in Figure 3.7, together with their determined Tc values.  With 
the knowledge of Tc distribution within individual wafers, plate samples of about 22x16 
mm
2
 in area were diced out and lapped down to 0.4 mm in thickness such that the Tc 
distribution within each plate is within ±2°C. 
A total of 24 plates were so prepared from two grown PZN-(6-7)%PT single 
crystals.  After vacuum coating with Cu electrodes over the two largest faces, they were 
poled at 0.8 kV/mm at room temperature and their overall properties (KT, tanδ and kt) were 
measured with the complete electrodes.  Then, the complete electrodes were etched off 
chemically with an aqueous mixture of 4.5M potassium iodide and 1.5M iodine and 
matching arrays of dot electrodes were again deposited onto the two largest faces to enable 
the determination of property variations (KS, tanδ and kt) within individual wafers. 
Photographs of Tc-characterized and diced plate samples are given in Figure 3.8; of which 
the one on the left also contains the array dot electrodes ready for property distribution 
measurement purposes. 
Figure 3.9(a) gives typical Tc distribution within a tested plate. It is evident that 
with the improved flux growth technique, the Tc distribution within individual plates can 
be controlled to within ±2°C. Column 2 of Table 3.1 gives the distribution of Tc within 
each of the 24 plate samples investigated, while column 3 gives their mean Tc values.  
Note that the Tc values are fairly consistent both within individual plates and in between 














Figure 3.7 Typical dielectric constant-temperature curves obtained from 6 random 
dot electrode pairs on a large-area wafer. The temperature at which the 
dielectric constant is maximum during heating, Tmax, is taken as the Curie 
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Figure 3.8 Large-area plates, 22L×16W×0.4T mm3 in dimensions, produced by slicing 
parallel to the (001) layer growth plane of flux grown PZN-PT single crystals. 
The plate on the left has been deposited with matching arrays of dot-
electrodes for electromechanical property distribution measurement purposes. 
(Courtesy of Microfine Materials Technologies Pte Ltd.) 
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Plate no.: B-02 (22Lx16Wx0.4T mm3)  
Mean TC = 163.5 °C 
Overall KT (at 1 kHz) = 7538 
Mean KS (at 30 MHz) = 969 
Overall Loss = 0.010 
Overall kt = 0.51 
 
162.1        162.4        164.7        164.3 
162.9        163.6         164.6        163.9 
163.6        162.6        163.0        164.6 (a) 
 
 
   958            958          1002          918 
 0.010         0.011        0.011        0.010 
1058         1002           971           949 
0.010        0.010         0.009       0.008 
 964           915           977           958 
0.011         0.010         0.010        0.010 (b) 
 
 0.52          0.51          0.52          0.50 
 0.51          0.50           0.50         0.52 



















Figure 3.9 Typical distributions of (a) Curie temperature Tc (in °C), (b) clamped 
dielectric constant KS (at 30 MHz; top figures) and dielectric loss (at 1 kHz; 
bottom figures) and (c) thickness-mode electromechanical coupling factor kt  









The overall properties and their extent of variation within individual plates were 
determined with the help of an Agilent 4294A impedance network analyser. The free 
dielectric constant values (KT) and dielectric loss (tanδ) were measured at 1 kHz, while the 
clamped dielectric constant values (KS) were measured at 30 MHz, the latter being 
approximately the mid frequency between higher overtones of the thickness-mode 
vibration of the plate samples used.  The thickness mode electromechanical coupling 
constant kt was measured by means of the resonance technique. Figures 3.9(b) and (c) give 
typical distributions of KS, dielectric loss and kt within a tested plate. 
The results are summarized in Table 3.1 for easy reference. Of the 24 plates from 
the two PZN-(6-7)%PT crystals examined, the KT values average at about 7200±6%  and  
the  variations  of  KS  (hence  KT)  within  individual plates are about ±10% or less 
(column 4 and 5).  The dielectric loss values are typically ≤0.013, as obtained by means of 
either complete and dot electrodes (column 7). This table further shows that the kt values 
measured with complete electrodes (column 8) and by array dot-electrodes of 3.2 mm in 
diameter at 5.0 mm center-to-center separation (column 9) are fairly consistent, although 
those measured with the dot electrodes are typically 5% smaller than when obtained with 
complete electrodes due to possible mechanical constraint effects. 
The last column of Table 3.1 gives the k33 values deduced from the expression: k332 
= 1− (KS/KT), where the mean KS values (column 6) and the overall KT values (column 4)  
are  used  in  the  calculations.  Note that all the deduced k33 values are fairly consistent and 
high, being ≥ 0.91 (see also Table 3.2 and relevant text for property values obtained from 
k33-bar samples). 
 To provide more accurate measurements of both electromechanical coupling factor 
k33 and the piezoelectric coefficient d33 values of PZN-(6-7)%PT, k33-bars of about 




                                            




Table 3.2     Properties of PZN-(6-7)%PT [001]-poled bar samples 
 





(@ 1 kHz) 
k33 d33* 
(pC/N) 
C-01 3.9L×3.9W×12.0T 6178 0.007 0.94 2789 
C-02 4.0L×4.0W×12.0T 5895 0.006 0.93 2617 
C-03 4.0L×4.0W×12.0T 6498 0.009 0.94 2962 
C-04 4.0L×4.0W×12.0T 6351 0.007 0.94 2861 
C-05 4.0L×4.0W×12.0T 6537 0.008 0.94 2972 
C-06 4.0L×4.0W×12.0T 6353 0.004 0.94 2871 
C-07 4.0L×4.0W×12.0T 6103 0.007 0.94 2679 
C-08 4.0L×4.0W×12.0T 6161 0.008 0.93 2780 
C-09 4.0L×4.0W×12.0T 7096 0.004 0.94 3095 
C-10 4.0L×4.0W×12.0T 5616 0.006 0.93 2617 
C-11 3.7L×3.7W×12.0T 5891 0.006 0.93 2676 
C-12 3.8L×3.8W×12.0T 6014 0.005 0.94 2847 
D-01 3.8L×3.8W×12.0T 6632 0.007 0.94 3223 
D-02 4.0L×4.0W×12.0T 5473 0.007 0.94 2717 
D-03 3.7L×3.7W×12.0T 6534 0.007 0.94 2959 
D-04 3.7L×3.7W×12.0T 6039 0.011 0.94 2968 
D-05 3.8L×3.8W×12.0T 6289 0.008 0.94 2939 
D-06 3.8L×3.8W×12.0T 6138 0.010 0.94 2676 
D-07 3.8L×3.8W×12.0T 5900 0.007 0.94 2847 
D-08 3.3L×3.3W×12.0T 5650 0.001 0.93 2632 
Mean 




≤0.011 0.94 (0.935±0.5%) 
2836 
(2920±10.3%) 




from about 20 bar samples prepared in the present work, where the d33 values have been obtained 
with a Berlincourt-type meter. The results give KT ≈ 6200±13%, dielectric loss ≤ 0.011 for all 
bars, k33 ≈ 0.935±0.5% and d33 ≈ 2850±10% pC/N (Table 3.3). This compare favorably to the 
values reported by earlier researchers (e.g. see Table 2.1) both in terms of magnitude and 
uniformity. The improved properties are believed to be a result of the enhanced uniformity in 
composition and hence domain structure in the material produced by the improved flux growth 
technique. Table 3.3 summarizes the [001]-poled properties of PZN-(6-7)%PT single crystals 
obtained in the present work for easy reference.  
3.6   A note on Dielectric Constant of Relaxor Single Crystals 
Since both KT and d33 display a similar trend when plotted against the PT content, it 
is of interest to determine whether they correlate with one another. Given in Figure 3.10 is 
a plot of d33 against KT for all samples examined in the present work. A linear relationship 
can be obtained, suggesting that these two parameters are related to the same crystal 
phenomenon. Similar finding was also observed by Park and Shrout who compared all the 
published d33 and KT values with respect to their Curie temperatures. Because of very little 
compositional dependence of electrostrictive coefficients (Qij) and remnant polarization 
(Pi) both piezoelectric coefficients (dij) dielectric constants (KT) are directly interrelated by 
the following expression [36]  
 
iijij PKQd 02 ε≈  
 
Since both d33 and KT are measured at low frequencies (typically < 10 kHz), it is 
likely that they both are controlled by the ease with which polarization rotation, namely, 
changes of shape and polarization direction of perovskite unit cells under the applied field, 
of which some relevant aspects have recently been addressed by Damjanovic et al.[123-125].  
This  observation  has  two important implications.  First, materials of high  
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Depolarization Temp. (°C) 
 
≈100 
KT (@1 kHz) 
 
6700-8000* 
∆KS (within wafer)+ 
 
±10% 






















*Values obtained from large-area (i.e. >20x15 mm2) wafers. Values obtained 
  from smaller plates and k33-bars  are typically 10-25% lower.  
+Measured with matching arrays of dot electrodes as detailed in  IEEE Trans. 
      UFFC, 50 (2003), 203-209. 


























































d33 and KT should be ones in which polarization rotation can occur with ease under an 
external field, such as in high-purity and high-perfection single crystals.  Second, for 
relaxor single crystals, KT may be used as a gauge for piezoelectric properties and hence 
the performance quality of the crystal. Since KT measurement can be performed relatively 
easily in a non-destructive manner, this provides an economic means for quality checking 






















In the previous chapter, we showed that consistently high longitudinal properties 
were obtained for [001]-poled PZN-(6-7)%PT single crystals, which is compositionally 
away from the MPB. Compositions close to MPB exhibits lower piezoelectric properties. A 
similar phenomenon has also been noted in the Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3-PbTiO3 (PMN-PT) 
system and this has been attributed to the presence of monoclinic or orthorhombic phase in 
the material at higher PT contents [126]. Transverse-mode [001]-poled single crystal 
sensors and actuators have received much less attention, probably due to typically lower 
transverse piezoelectric constant (d31) compared to longitudinal piezoelectric constant (d33).  
More recently, extremely high k31 and d31 values, of 0.80 and >1200 pC/N, respectively, 
were also reported by several researches [43-45].  
As of to-date, little has been studied on the effect of initial domain structures on 
electromechanical properties of relaxor single crystals.  In the previous chapter we 
examined the effect of composition on dielectric and longitudinal piezoelectric properties 
of [001]-poled PZN-PT single crystals. In this chapter, we have chosen different sets (k31 
geometry; l>3w>10t) of samples to study the effect of domain structures, length orientation 
and poling field for [001]-poled PZN-(6-7)%PT single crystals. Two different length 
orientations are studied for [001]-poled crystals. We used right-handed system of 
orthogonal axis for both length orientations:  X1 = [100], X2 = [010] and X3 = [001] for the 
[100]L samples, and X1 = [110],  X2 = [ 101
−
] and X3 = [001] for the [110]L samples. The 
overall macroscopic symmetry of the [001]-poled crystal is 4mm. According to their 
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symmetry arguments, for a particular set of standard orthogonal axis X1, X2, X3 material 
coefficients correspond to the crystallographic axis X1 is equal to the one with X2. i.e., d31 
= d32 so all the transverse piezoelectric coefficients in this chapter are expressed in terms of 
d31.  
4.2   [001]-poled PZN-(6-7)%PT d31-Sensor/Actuators  
4.2.1 Effect of initial domain structures, length orientation and poling field 
High-homogeneity PZN-(6-7)%PT single crystal with TC ≈ 162-164°C, produced 
by the improved flux growth technique described in the previous chapter, was used in this 
phase. The crystal was sliced parallel to the (001) layer growth plane into 0.5 mm thick 
wafers. The polished, unpoled wafers contain two main domain patterns on the (001) face 
when viewed with an unaided eye, i.e. “[110]-oriented stripe pattern” and “[100]-oriented 
braid pattern”, as evident in Figure 4.1.  
The [110] stripes may be either spindle- or lamellar-like, with their axes lying 
parallel to the <110> crystallographic directions and of widths varying from low hundreds 
µm (i.e. for spindle-like stripes) to slightly below 1 mm (for lamellar-like stripes).  In 
contrast, the [100] braids are visibly wider, being sub-mm to a few mm wide but having 
their axes lying parallel to the <100> crystallographic directions.  Another notable 
difference between these two domain-like patterns is that the interfaces between the [110] 
stripes are relatively sharp while those in between the [100] braids are fuzzy. On careful 
examination, finer domains can be observed within individual stripes and braids of the 
above-described domain patterns.  The description of [110] stripes and [100] braids to 
denote the initial domain patterns, however, suffices for the purpose of the present work. 
k31-mode plate samples of 7.0L×2.0W×0.5T mm3 in dimensions were diced from (001) 
wafers of PZN-(6-7)%PT single crystal. The samples were diced in such a way that their 






















Figure 4.1 As-polished, unpoled (001) wafer of PZN-(6-7)%PT single crystal showing 















type, 3 different length orientations were chosen, i.e. the axes of the stripes or braids lie 
either parallel, perpendicular or at 45° to the length of the sample. They are hereafter 
denoted as Type S//[110]L, S⊥[ 101
−
]L, S45[100]L, B//[100]L, B⊥[010]L and B45[110]L 
samples, respectively, where S//[110]L stands for “Stripe”-containing samples of length 
“parallel” to the stripe axis and along the [110] crystallographic direction, B⊥[010]L for 
“Braid”-containing samples of length “perpendicular” to the braid axis and parallel to the 
[010] crystallographic direction, B45[110]L for “Braid”-containing samples of length at 45° 
to the braid axis and parallel to the [110] crystallographic direction, and alike. The 
description and the orientation of the samples are tabulated for easy reference (see table 
4.1). 
All the samples were vacuum-coated on both of the largest (001) faces with 
nichrome and gold-palladium and poled in steps from 0.3 to 2.5 kV/mm at room 
temperature. Their dielectric constant (KT) and electromechanical properties (k31) were 
measured with an Agilent 4294A impedance network analyzer and the d31 values were 
obtained with a Berlincourt-type meter, respectively, after each poling step. 
Plotted in Figure 4.2 are the d31 values of three [100]L cut samples i.e., Types 
B//[100]L , B⊥[010]L and S45[100]L. Figure 4.3 shows the same but for those of [110]L-cut 
samples, i.e., S//[110]L; S⊥[1-10]L and B45[110]L. These figures show that the initial 
domain structure does exert an influence on the poling responses of piezoelectric 
coefficient d31 and dielectric constant KT. For the [100]L cut samples, high d31 values of 
about –1,850 pC/N were measured with both braid- containing samples, i.e. Type B//[100]L 
and B⊥[010]L samples, after poling at 0.8-1.0 kV/mm Type S45[100]L sample gives 
slightly lower d31 ≈ –1450 pC/N.  In contrast, for the [110]L–cut samples poled at 0.8-1.0 
kV/mm, those with stripe domains exhibit d31 ≈ –(1250-1450) pC/N, while those with 




Table 4.1 Symbols used to denote the samples with different domain structures 
Sample Type Description 
B//[100]L “Braid”-containing samples of length “parallel” to the braid axis 
and to the [010] 
B⊥[010]L  “Braid”-containing samples of length “perpendicular” to the braid 
axis and to the [010] 
B45[110]L “Braid”-containing samples of length at 45° to the braid axis and 
parallel to the [110] 
S//[110]L “Stripe”-containing samples of length “parallel” to the stripe axis 
and along the [110] 
S⊥[1-10]L “Stripe”-containing samples of length “perpendicular” to the stripe 
axis and along the [110] 
S45[100]L “Stripe”-containing samples of length at 45° to the stripe axis and 


































Figure 4.2 [001]-poled (a) d31 and (b) KT values of [100]L-cut samples of PZN-(6-
7)%PT as a function of poling field. Note the evident effect of domain 
















































Figure 4.3 (a) d31 and (b) KT values of [110]L-cut samples as a function of poling field. 
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The present work shows that the d31 value is affected by the initial domain structure, 
poling condition and the length orientation of the sample. It shows that [001]L-cut braid-
containing samples, i.e. Type B//[100]L and B⊥[010]L samples, give extremely high and 
consistent d31 values when poled at about 0.8-1.0 kV/mm. It is also interesting to note that 
for almost all the different types of samples studied (expect Type B45[110]L), the d31  
values are the highest at the poling field of 0.8-1.0 kV/mm. Since this poling field is below 
the rhombohedral-to-tetragonal phase transformation field of > 1.5 kV/mm 
[37,47,121,127,137], the initial domain structure would be at least partially retained in 
these samples. With increasing poling field beyond the rhombohedral-to-tetragonal phase 
transformation field, the d31 values decrease slightly and then stabilize at about 75% of the 
peak value for respective samples. 
The effects of initial domain structure and poling condition on the KT values of the 
various types of samples are given in Figures 4.2(b) and 4.3(b). For [100]L-cuts, the braid-
containing samples appeared to give higher KT values than the stripe-containing samples 
after poling at intermediate poling fields (of 0.8-1.0 kV/mm), being 6000 and 5000, 
respectively (Figure 4.2b).  The influence of initial domain patterns on the poled properties 
for [110]L–cut samples is not as evident (Figure 4.3b).   
In contrast, the results for electromechanical coupling, given in Figure 4.4, show 
that the k31 value is insensitive to the initial domain structure over the range of poling field 
studied. It depends largely on the length orientation of the samples, being > 0.80 for 
[110]L–cut samples and about 0.56 for [100]L–cut samples. This is in agreement with work 
of Geng et al. [43]. 
The present results also show that the plate samples which are cut for high k31 
values give low d31 values and vice versus. For example, at a poling field of 1 kV/mm, 
braid-containing samples cut along [110] length orientation (i.e., B45[110]L) have a high 













Figure 4.4  [001]-poled k31 values of PZN-(6-7)%PT single crystal samples of two 
different length cuts - [100]L and [110]L - as a function of poling field for 
different types of samples. Note the extremely high value of 0.88 (arrowed) 
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Conversely, braid-containing samples cut along [100] length orientation, i.e. Type 
B//[100]L and B⊥[010]L, have d31 ≈ −1,850 pC/N but k31 ≈ 0.55 when poled at the same 
field. This figure further shows that after poling at high fields (i.e. >1.8 kV/mm, which is 
above the rhombohedral-to-tetragonal transformation field for this composition), k31 
increases steadily but d31 drops perceptibly and the difference in KT between both types of 
samples is reduced. It is interesting to note that despite the drop in the d31 values after the 
high-field poling, the initial domain structure effect remains clearly distinguishable (Figure 
4.2).  This strongly suggests that the initial domain structure does play a role in the 
piezoelectric properties of the single crystal both in optimally-poled and over-poled state. 
The average KT and d31 values and their scatter bands for the samples poled at 
different field strengths are determined from Figures 4.2 and 4.3.  The results, grouped into 
three poling field ranges, i.e. optimally poled at 0.8-1.0 kV/mm, partially overpoled at 1.0-
1.8 kV/mm and globally overpoled at 2.0-3.0 kV/mm, for samples containing different 
initial domain structures are given in Table 4.2 and 4.3 for easy reference.  It is evident 
from these two tables that [001]-poled samples of [100]L-cut not only have the highest but 
also smallest scatters  in dielectric  and piezoelectric property values;  i.e., KT ≈ 5850 
(±15%) and d31 ≈ −1650 (±15%) pC/N. Table 4.2 further shows that one way to further 
improve on the consistency of the poled property values is to selectively cut the crystal to 
contain only braid-like domain pattern in the unpoled state and then optimally pole the 
samples (under at 0.8-1.0 kV/mm at room temperature) to bring about the best properties, 





*  The term “overpoling” above refers to the phenomenon in which the properties of the single crystal,  
     notably the dielectric constant and piezoelectric coefficients, become degraded upon being poled above a  






Table 4.2 Average KT and d31 values and variations for [001]-poled PZN-(6-7)%PT 
















































Table 4.3 Average KT and d31 values and variations for [001]-poled PZN-(6-7)%PT 























































To confirm the superior k31 value of B45[110]L configuration, five fresh samples of 
the said configuration were similarly prepared; 3 were poled at 0.8 kV/mm and other 2 at 
1.5 kV/mm.  Their measured properties are given in Table 4.4, which confirms the high k31 
values of this sample configuration. Note also the extremely high k31 values of 0.87 and 
0.88 registered by the two samples poled at 1.5 kV/mm (and the arrowed sample in Figure 
4.2), which are probably the highest ever reported thus far for the said sample orientation. 
The overall properties of [001]-poled single crystals with [010] and [011] length 
orientations are tabulated in comparison with their PMN-PT counterparts in chapter 9. 
4.2.2 Dielectric permittivity Vs Temperature 
Temperature dependence of dielectric permittivity and phase transitions of <001> 
oriented PZN-xPT single crystals of x=4.5%, 7%, 9% was investigated as a function of 
poling field including unpoled samples. Four samples of each composition poled at 
0kV/mm (i.e., unpoled), 0.8 kV/mm, 1.6 kV/mm and 2.4 kV/mm respectively, were 
investigated. Dielectric constant curves for the unpoled samples of all compositions 
showed only two phase transitions i.e., rhombohedral-to-tetragonal (TRT) and tetragonal-to-
cubic (TTC). It was also observed that the TRT decreased with increasing PT content, being 
124°C, 104°C and 85°C for 4.5%, 7% and 9%PT respectively. The R-T phase transitions 
for all the compositions as well as the T-C transition for PZN-4.5%PT, are observed to be 
diffused indicating second order phase transition. This is in agreement with the reported 
literature. However, for PZN-7%PT and PZN-9%PT single crystals poled at 0.8 kV/mm, an 
extra phase transition between R-T and T-C, i.e., an M-T transition, was observed. This 
may be attributed to the poling induced monoclinic phase which is metastable, as no M-T 
transition was detected in the dielectric constant curve for the unpoled sample. The phase 
transformation temperatures of R-M and M-T are 97°C and  107°C  for  PZN-7%PT  and  













A-0.8 kV/mm 6228 0.86 
−1450 
B-0.8 kV/mm 6253 0.85 
−1330 
C-0.8 kV/mm 5923 0.86 
−1300 
D-1.5 kV/mm 6281 0.87 
−1415 






















difference of these two phase transitions is approximately 10°C. For samples poled at 
higher fields, this temperature difference remains relatively unchanged for PZN-7%PT but 
increases to 30°C for PZN-9%PT sample with the R-M and M-T phase transitions being 
reduced to 68°C and 98°C, respectively. This reduction in temperature indicates that the 
greater portion of the crystal is transformed to monoclinic phase when poled at higher 
poling fields. Surprisingly, minor amounts of metastable monoclinic phase was also 
detected in PZN-4.5%PT when poled at 1.6 kV/mm but TRM and TMT are close in this case 
i.e., 113°C and 119°C respectively.  
 Thus, the overpoling phenomenon where the degradation of dielectric and 
piezoelectric properties of PZN-PT occur when single crystals are poled to higher field is 
related to the presence of field-induced-metastable phase. From property measurements and 
dielectric constant curves, it was also identified that the monoclinic phase can be easily 
formed in crystals of compositions close to morphotropic phase boundary. Thus, crystals of 
compositions away from morphotropic phase boundary like PZN-(<7)%PT to have higher 
and more consistent properties with superior resistance to over-poling.  
 
4.2.3 Determination of Depolarization Temperature  
To determine the depolarization temperature of PZN-(6-7)%PT, five 
[110]L/[ 1 10]W/[001]T k31-plate samples, of 7.0L×2.0W×0.5T mm3 in dimensions, were 
prepared and poled normal to the (001) plane,  yielding k31 [110]L = 0.85-0.88 and 
d31[110]L = − (1300-1500) pC/N (see table 4.4).  After property measurement, the five 
samples were subjected to the following test: they were first heated to a predetermined 
temperature (65°C in the present case) and then cooled back to room temperature, both at a 
rate of 10°C/h. The dielectric constant-temperature curves during both heating and cooling  













































Figure 4.5 (a)  Heating  and  cooling  curves  of  [110]L/[1 10]W/[001]T  k31-samples 
showing no hysteresis in KT upon heating to 100°C (upper curve) and 
significant hysteresis in KT upon heating to 110°C (lower curve). (b) 
Resultant properties at room temperature (KT, k31 and d31) after heating to 
the various temperatures shown then cooling back, both at rate of 10°C/h. 



























Table 4.5    Properties of [001]-poled PZN-(6-7)%PT plates of different length orientations 
 
  Crystal cut      [100]L/[010]W/[001]T    [110]L/[1-10]W/[001]T 
  Poling field (kV/mm)               0.7-0.8               0.7-0.8 
  KT            6500-7500            6500-7500 
  Loss                <0.01                 <0.01 
  k31               0.50-0.60             0.80-0.85 
  d31 (pC/N)             1400-1700            1100-1400 
  s11 (10-12 m2/N)                 ~90                 ~40 

































d31) were again measured after the samples were cooled to room temperature. When no 
signs of hysteresis or property degradation were observed, the samples were again heated 
to approximately 5°C higher, and this process was repeated until signs of hysteresis and/or 
property degradation were noted. The results are summarized in Figure 4.5. This figure 
shows that no heating/cooling hysteresis or degradation of room temperature properties 
were observed for samples heated to 100°C and subsequently cooled. While a slight 
hysteresis and property degradation were noted for one sample at 105°C, perceptible 
degradation in properties was found only upon heating the rest of the samples to 110°C. On 
the basis  of this test,  the depolarization  temperature  of the  [001]-poled PZN-(6-7)%PT 
single crystal plates is estimated at approximately 100-105°C, which is at least 15-20°C 
higher than that of PZN-(8-9)%PT [121]. The present findings are consistent with the 
results of Hosono et al. [122] who reported a Trt ≈ 110°C and high piezoelectric properties 
(kt = 0.58, '33k =0.84 and d33 = 1700 pC/N) for PZN-7%PT. The measured [001]-poled 




















Transverse-Mode Properties of [011]-Poled PZN-PT  
Single Crystals 
5.1 Introduction 
The transverse-mode properties of [011]-poled PZN-PT single crystals have been 
investigated recently by researchers. Liu and Lynch [60] and Zhang et al. [136] reported 
high d31 values of  −1670 pC/N and −1887 pC/N for PZN-4.5%PT and PZN-8%PT, 
respectively, while a range of d31 values have been reported for PMN-(30-33)%PT, varying 
from −1100 to −2740 pC/N [61,78,84,136,138].  The reported k31 values also varied, being 
0.73 for PZN-4.5%PT [136], 0.81 for PMN-29%PT [80], and 0.88 for PMN-32%PT [61] 
and for PZN-8%PT [136]. More recently, Peng et al. [138] reported very high k31 value of 
0.954 for [011]-poled PMN-30%PT. [011]-poling favours orthorhombic phase because the 
spontaneous polarization of the orthorhombic phase is along [011] crystal direction. Both 
Lu et al. [79] and Guo et al. [80] also noted that at sufficiently high poling fields, a mono-
domain orthorhombic state was induced in the crystal and this, in turn, caused the dielectric 
and piezoelectric properties of the material to degrade.  
In this chapter, a set of transverse-mode properties of [011]-poled PZN-PT single 
crystals have been measured with respect to crystal composition, domain structures and 
poling field. Polarized light microscopy was used to identify the crystal structure in the 
poled crystal. Temperature dependent dielectric constant measurements and x-ray 
diffraction studies were also performed to supplement the results obtained from polarized 
light microscopy.  
PZN-xPT single crystals of different PT contents, namely, x= 4.5%, 6% and (7-8)% 
were used in this work. k31-mode plate samples of 9.0L×3.0W×0.5T mm3 in dimensions were 








were coated on the two largest (011) faces with nichrome and gold-palladium in a high 
vacuum coater. Other experimental details are similar to the one described in chapter 4. 
The dielectric constant (KT), the transverse electromechanical coupling factor (k31/k32) and 
piezoelectric coefficient (d31/ d32) were measured using an Agilent 4294A impedance 
network analyzer and a Berlincourt-type meter, respectively, after each poling step. 
5.2 Effect of length orientation 
In this work, the following orthogonal right-handed set of axes will be adopted: X1 
= ]101[
−
, X2 = ]001[
−
 and X3 = [011], where X3 = [011] is always the thickness and poling 








samples are designed as d32 and k32, respectively.  






-length oriented plates, both of 
PZN-(7-8)%PT (Tc ≈ 164-168°C), were investigated. They were poled at 0.4 kV/mm at 




sample were found to be much lower, giving d31 = 1100 pC/N, k31 = 0.77, KT = 5000, which 




 orientation were found to exhibit significantly higher dielectric and 
piezoelectric values (see below for details). In view of this, samples of different PT 
contents  but  of  only ]001[
−
L  length  orientation  were  thus  selected  for  further  study. 
 
5.3 Effect of crystal composition and poling conditions 
 Figure 5.1 shows, the effect of poling field on the dielectric constant (KT), 
transverse piezoelectric coefficient (d32) and electromechanical coupling factor (k32), for 
PZN-4.5%PT, PZN-6%PT and PZN-(7-8)%PT. As shown in 5.1(a), at and below a poling 
field of 0.6 kV/mm, the average dielectric constant increases with PT content, from 2700 
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for PZN-4.5%PT to 5600 for PZN-(7-8)%PT. It further shows that while the dielectric 
constant is fairly consistent with the poling field up to 2.0 kV/mm for compositions at or 
below PZN-6%PT, it decreases for samples of higher PT contents, i.e., those ≥ 7.0%PT, 
when poled above 0.6 kV/mm. A similar trend was also observed for the transverse 
piezoelectric coefficient (d32) and electromechanical coupling factor (k32) for PZN-(7-
8)%PT. Despite the above, PZN-(7-8)%PT gives the highest d32 value of up to −4000 pC/N 
and k32 > 0.95 when optimally poled. In contrast, the property values registered by PZN-
(4.5-6)%PT single crystals are slightly inferior (KT ≈ 3000, d32 ≈ −1400 pC/N and k32 = 
0.88 for PZN-4.5%PT and KT ≈ 4800, d32 = −3000 pC/N and k32 = 0.91 for PZN-6%PT). 
No sign of overpoling was observed for the latter two compositions even when they were 
poled to 2.0 kV/mm. It should be noted that the measured properties of [011]-poled k32 
plates are much superior to the optimally poled [001]-plates reported in Section 4.2. 
The present work shows that [011]-poled crystals of compositions close to the MPB 
composition tend to become overpoled more readily, i.e., they become overpoled at lower 
fields compared with those of lower PT contents. Figure 5.2 shows the effect of composition 
on the electromechanical properties for [011]-poled PZN-PT single crystals at different 
poling fields. This figure shows that over the poling field of up to 2.0 kV/mm employed, the 
dielectric and piezoelectric properties improve with increasing PT content from  4.5%PT to 
6%PT and the poled properties are insensitive to the poling field in this composition range. 
In contrast, the poled properties of [011]-oriented PZN-(7-8)%PT and high PT compositions 
single crystals are very sensitive to the poling field employed.  At low poling fields of 0.2-
0.6 kV/mm, [011]-poled PZN-(7-8)%PT single crystal exhibit the highest d32 value among 
all the samples tested, but the d32 value degrades abruptly upon being poled above 0.6 



















Figure 5.1 Effect of poling field on properties of [011]-poled PZN-PT plates of different 
compositions: (a) dielectric constant (KT); (b) transverse piezoelectric 
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Figure 5.2 (a) Dielectric constant (KT), (b) piezoelectric strain coefficient (d32) and (c) 
electromechanical coupling factor (k32) of [011]-poled PZN-PT single crystal 
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5.4 Structural and Phase Studies 
The compositions of all the crystals studied in the present work are below the MPB 
compositions. They have a rhombohedral crystal structure at room temperature, of which 
the spontaneous polarization is along the <111> crystal directions [31].  Earlier researches 
have established that poling in the pseudo-cubic [011] direction would cause the 
polarization directions of respective rhombohedral domains to rotate from the <111> 
crystal axes towards the [011]-poled crystal axis [46,50,55,78,80,127,139]. And at 
sufficiently high poling fields, the crystal structure would change to the orthorhombic state 
having its polarization direction along the [011] poling and hence crystal direction.   
 This was observed during our room temperature poling experiment. The as-
prepared crystals appeared translucent but a bit cloudy, a result of the fine domains in the 
crystal. X-ray diffraction studies showed that they consisted predominantly of the 
rhombohedral phase with evidence of minor amounts of metastable phases [67]. This holds 
even at the optimal poling fields, i.e. about 1.0-1.5 kV/mm for PZN-(4.5-6)%PT and 0.4-
0.5 kV/mm for PZN-(7-8)%PT. With further increase in the poling field strength, the 
crystal became less cloudy and local regions of high transparency occurred.  These 
transparent regions would spread with increasing poling field. For PZN-(7-8)%PT, the 
entire crystal became transparent at ≥ 0.6 kV/mm. Upon field removal, these transparent 
regions would revert back to its cloudy state for PZN-4.5%PT and PZN-6%PT but remain 
in the transparent state for PZN-(7-8)%PT. 
The structures of differently poled single crystals were investigated to understand 
further the over-poling phenomenon described above. The following techniques were used 
to check if the induced orthorhombic phase was retained in the crystal upon field removal:  
(a) x-ray diffraction (b) dielectric permittivity as a function of temperature (c) polarized 
light microscopy and (d) resonance measurement. 
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5.4.1 Dielectric permittivity Vs Temperature 
The temperature dependence of dielectric constant of the differently poled PZN-PT 
plates during heating is given in Figure 5.3. The heating rate used was 15°C/h.  It is 
interesting to note that for PZN-4.5%PT and PZN-6%PT, as well as for optimally poled 
PZN-(7-8)%PT, not only do they display relatively high room temperature dielectric 
constant but also their dielectric constant increases perceptibly with temperature, especially 
when the temperature approaches the first ferroelectric transition temperature, i.e., 124°C 
for PZN-4.5%PT and 108°C for PZN-6%PT (Figure 5.3a) and 99°C for PZN-7%PT 
(Figure 5.3b). This behavior is typical for rhombohedral PZN-PT [79,127], suggesting that 
the optimally-[011]-poled state must consist predominantly of the rhombohedral phase. In 
contrast, not only is the dielectric constant of the overpoled PZN-(7-8)%PT significantly 
lower at room temperature but also relatively insensitive to temperature right up to the first 
ferroelectric transition temperature, i.e., 107°C for overpoled PZN-7%PT (Figure 5.3b). 
This strongly suggests that the overpoled structure is not rhombohedral. 
5.4.2 Polarized light microscopy 
The samples were studied using a polarizing microscope Olympus BX60. They were 
positioned on the stage so that the [011] thickness direction of the crystal and the 
propagation direction of polarized light are parallel to each other. The crossed polarizers 
were set parallel to the ]001[
−
 edge of the sample and this position was taken as the 0º 
position of the crossed-polarizers. According to symmetry arguments, rhombohedral 
domains should exhibit extinctions along 0º (=90º), 35º, 55º when observed under the 
crossed polarizers. Extinction angles other than these angles correspond to monoclinic, 


























































Figure 5.3 Dielectric constant-temperature curves for [011]-poled plates of PZN-PT 
single crystals: (a) optimally poled PZN-4.5%PT and PZN-6%PT; (b) 










Both optimally poled and overpoled samples were analyzed under the polarized light 
microscope. When viewed under the cross-polarizers optimally poled samples exhibit 




 (i.e., “0º” and “90º”) cross-
polarizers’ positions (see Figure 5.4a). This is only possible for rhombohedral structure 
because the planes of polarization (i.e., the planes which contain the polarization vectors or 




 which when 
coincides with the planes of polarization of the polarizer and analyzer i.e., when they are at 
“0º” and “90º” gives extinction. On insertion of the gypsum plate, these domains turned to 
first order magenta in colour confirming the exact position of extinction (Figure 5.4b).  





cross-polarizers’ positions also exhibit some birefringence for all the positions of the 
crossed polarizers. These domains from here onwards will be termed as “bifringent” 
domains and their presence indicates the presence of non-rhombohedral phase. The amount 
of bifringent domains is approximately 10-15% of the rhombohedral domains. From the 
polarized light micrographs shown in Figure 5.4, the angle made by the domain walls of the 
two sets of bifringent domains is approximately 110º along ]001[
−
direction.  
To visualize the above, a schematic diagram with all the possible domain states of 
both rhombohedral and orthorhombic phase is provided in Figure 5.5. Crystals with 
rhombohedral and orthorhombic symmetry have 8 and 12 possible domain states in the 
unpoled condition, as shown in Figure 2.4. But on poling along the [011] direction, only 2 
domain states of rhombohedral and 5 domain states of orthorhombic phase are possible. 
These feasible domains are represented as I and II for the rhombohedral state and as 3, 4, 5, 
9 and 11 for the orthorhombic state, as indicated with blue and pink lines in Figure 5.5. 
Orthorhombic domain state 5 can be neglected because this state corresponds to the case 
then extinction is observed at all positions of the crossed-polarizers, which however is not 

















Figure 5.4 Polarized light microscope pictures of Optimally-poled sample without 
gypsum plate (a) and with gypsum plate showing the angles between the 
























































Figure 5.5 Possible domain orientations states of rhombohedral and orthorhombic 
symmetry when poled along [011] direction. (Blue lines represent orientation 
states of rhombohedral domains (I, II), pink lines represent orientation states of 










Projections of polarization vectors of other orthorhombic domain states 3, 4, 9 &11 
to the ]101[
−
 length direction of the sample is 54.73º. The symmetry plane between any two 
polarization vectors can be a domain wall. So the domain walls are constructed on the 
diagram by drawing the symmetry planes to the projections of polarization vectors as 
shown in Figure 5.6. There are two possible sets of symmetry planes. One set of domain 




 directions (see Figure 5.6a). But these kinds of 
domain walls are not observed in the polarized light microscopy pictures. Another set of 
domains walls are the perpendicular to the projections of 4, 9 and 3, 11 domain states. The 
angle between the domain walls is approx 110º along ]001[
−
 and 70º along ]101[
−
 edge 
length.  The measured angles using trignometric calculations agree reasonably with our 
polarized light microscopy results. Based on the above analysis we can say that the minor 
phase could be orthorhombic phase. But surprisingly when the same sample poled with 
higher field, i.e. overpoled sample, this minor orthorhombic phase becomes a major phase 
causing the properties of the crystal to degrade. 
5.4.3 X-ray Diffraction 
The increased tendency to overpoling of PZN-(7-8)%PT may be attributed to these 
compositions being closer to the MPB compositions. Earlier works have shown that poling 
at sufficiently high fields induce the formation of predominant monoclinic or even 
tetragonal phase in [001] poled crystals [49,50,52,94,121,126,127,139,140] and the 
orthorhombic phase in [011]-poled single crystals  [79,141,142]. These induced phases 
remain metastable on field removal and are responsible for the inferior dielectric and 
















Figure 5.6 Projection of polarization vectors on ]101[
−
 edge of the sample (a). Two sets of 
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observed in the polarized 
light microscope pictures  
Set of domain walls not 
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X-ray diffraction study was performed on both the optimally poled and overpoled 
samples. Figure 5.7 shows the (011) XRD peak of an optimally-[011]-poled and an 
overpoled samples, both of PZN-(7-8)%PT. The dotted lines in this figure give the peak 
positions of  (011)O  (at 2θ ≈ 31.06°) and  (011)R  (at 2θ ≈ 31.17°),  respectively,  estimated 
from available literature [41,56,67].  It is evident from this figure that the shoulder on the 
lower 2θ side of the optimally poled sample and that on the higher 2θ side of the overpoled 
sample coincide with the peak positions of (011)O and (011)R, respectively. This indicates 
the presence of a minor amount of orthorhombic phase in a predominantly rhombohedral 
matrix in optimally poled sample and vice versa for the overpoled sample.   
The above observation agrees with the results of our polarized light microscopy, which 
reveals the presence of 10-15% of the orthorhombic phase among a rhombohedral matrix in 
optimally poled PZN-7%PT. This minor phase when coupled with the predominant 
rhombohedral phase gives exceptional piezoelectric properties. As discussed above, a certain 
amount of metastable phase is responsible for the superior piezoelectric properties in 
optimally [011]-poled samples. 
5.4.4 Resonance Technique 
Figure 5.8 compares the resonance behaviour of optimally-poled and overpoled PZN-7% PT 
d32 actuators of identical dimensions. The resonance behavior of the optimally-poled crystal is 
characterized by the fundamental and the overtone resonances of the rhombohedral phase, 
with a frequency constant of about 388 Hz-m (Figure 5.8a).   Weak resonance of the 
orthorhombic phase (arrowed) is also evident in this figure.  In contrast, the overpoled sample 
is characterized by the strong resonance of the orthorhombic phase, with a frequency constant 
of 1005 Hz-m, being about 2.5 times that of the optimally poled crystal. 
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Figure 5.7 (011) diffraction peaks of optimally-poled and overpoled PZN-(7-8)%PT 
samples. The dotted lines in this figure give the peak positions of (011)O (at 

































































Figure 5.8 Impedance and phase response of (a) Optimally poled sample (with 





(b)  N32 = 1005 Hz-m 




 Phase transformation in relaxor single crystals can be induced by an applied electric 
field. This field-induced phase transformation can be either reversible or irreversible. For 
reversible phase transformation, the field-induced phase reverts back to the original phase 
on field removal.  For irreversible phase transformation, the induced phase becomes 
metastable upon field removal. 
 The previous section shows that PZN-7%PT single crystals when poled above 0.6 
kV/mm transformed to an orthorhombic state which on field removal did not revert back to 
the original rhombohedral phase. This field-induced-phase-transformation is thus 
irreversible. This is also reflected in the abruptly degraded properties of the poled crystal. 
On the other hand, PZN-6%PT and PZN-4.5%PT crystals showed no degradation of 
properties even after poling to 2.0 kV/mm. It is of interest to find out that if field-induced-
phase-transformation has indeed occurred in these crystals under high poling fields.  One 
way to confirm this is to perform the strain measurements under the increasing fields.  
Figure 5.9 shows the strain measurements of [011]-poled PZN-7%PT and PZN-6%PT 
single crystals. Both Figure 5.9(a) and (b) show that after a linear region, there is a sudden 
jump in strain at about 0.53 kV/mm for both PZN-7%PT and PZN-6%PT single cystals. As 
the measured strain is a reflection of the overall microscopic strain of the unit cells, this 
sudden jump in strain signifies a change in lattice parameters and hence the onset of field-
induced-phase-transformation in the material. For PZN-6%PT, the original properties were  
restored  after removal  of the field, suggesting  that the induced phase could have been 
reverted back to the original phase. On the other hand, PZN-7%PT single crystals showed 
much degraded properties after field removal, strongly indicating that an irreversible phase 
transformation may have occurred for this crystal composition which becomes metastable 





























































In summary, the previous chapter shows the effect of domain structures and length 
orientation on dielectric and piezoelectric properties of both [001] optimally poled and 
overpoled PZN-PT single crystals. Variations in dielectric permittivity and piezoelectric 
coefficients were observed for crystals of different initial domain structures. In contrast, 
electromechanical coupling factors are insensitive to the domain structures but depend 
strongly on the length orientation of the crystal.  
 The present work in this chapter shows that [011]-oriented PZN-PT single crystals 
of composition near the MPB (i.e. those with ≥7%PT) tend to become overpoled more 
readily, i.e., they transform to an orthorhombic state during poling at sufficiently high 
fields, which becomes metastable upon field removal giving inferior resultant piezoelectric 
properties. In contrast, for PZN-PT single crystals of lower PT contents (i.e., ≤ 6%PT), the 
poled structure remained predominantly rhombohedral upon field removal. This holds even 
though a small amount of metastable orthorhombic phase may be present. It is evident from 
the present work that while [001]-poling induces the monoclinic phase (chapter 4), [011]-
poling induces the formation of the orthorhombic phase in PZN-PT single crystals, 
especially for those of near MPB compositions. The induced monoclinic and orthorhombic 
phases are metastable even upon field removal.  Our results show that a small but suitable 
amount of monoclinic and/or orthorhombic phase in a rhombohedral matrix is responsible 
for the high piezoelectric properties observed. However, the presence of an excessive 
amount of monoclinic and/or orthorhombic phases would cause the properties of the single 
crystals to degrade, i.e. the crystals to become overpoled.  A vivid example of such is the 
PZN-(7-8)%PT single crystal poled in the [011] crystal direction, which becomes 
overpoled with abrupt drops in both dielectric and piezoelectric properties after room 
temperature poling at sufficiently high fields. It should be noted that since the (011) cuts 
were made across the (001) growth layer plane of the crystal, larger composition variations 
within individually (011) cut wafers is expected compared to (001) wafers. As a result, 
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local overpoling occurs more readily in [011]-poled samples, giving rise to inferior 
properties of the material. This holds even for PZN-7%PT, as observed in the present work.  
Despite their inferior overpoling resistance [011]-poled PZN-7%PT gives 
exceptionally high d32 values (of up to −4000 pC/N) when optimally poled. This 
composition and orientation cuts are thus ideal materials for low signal/drive applications, 
such as high-sensitivity sensors. In contrast, [011]-poled PZN-6%PT not only has high d32 
values (of up to −3200 pC/N) but also is resistant to overpoling. This crystal composition is 




Shear Resonance Behaviors of Single-Domain PZN-(6-7)%PT 
Single Crystals 
6.1 Introduction 
The three previous chapters have shown that ferroelectric single crystals 
Pb(Zn1/3Nb2/3)O3-PbTiO3 (PZN-PT) exhibit superior and consistent dielectric and 
piezoelectric properties when poled to give a  multi-domain configuration. The effect of 
domain structure, composition, poling field and the orientational dependence of some 
conventional dielectric and piezoelectric properties which can be readily measured have 
been discussed. However, the determination of the complete set of material constants 
(piezoelectric, mechanical stiffness and compliances, dielectric permittivities, and their 
electromechanical coupling factors) of a multi-domain crystal is a tedious task.  Because 
one then has to prepare several samples of different orientations and dimensions to obtain 
the necessary measurements. Another alternative is to generate a complete set of single 
domain material constants with reference to a set of orthogonal axis and then use the co-
ordinate transformation technique to deduce the multidomain material constants via the 
domain averaging technique [18].  
 All the independent elastic, dielectric and piezoelectric constants can be derived 
either by the ultrasonic method or the resonance method or a combination of both 
[81,86,143-148,].  Selection of a proper measurement technique is important in this respect 
because one could often get inflated values due to large error propagation when deducing 
one material constant from another. In addition to the above-mentioned techniques, 
dielectric constants can be directly deduced from the capacitance values measured using an 
impedance analyzer. The piezoelectric constants can be determined either by direct quasi-
static (Berlincourt-meter) or indirect means (strain-field).  
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 In the ultrasonic method, the elastic and piezoelectric constants are determined 
from measurements of the phase velocity of the ultrasonic wave. This technique is referred 
to as the “ultrasonic pulse echo technique” [143]. In comparison, the resonance technique is 
the most commonly used method which is based on the measurements of impedance 
(admittance) as a function of frequency. Using an Impedance network analyzer, the 
resonance and antiresonance frequencies for various vibrational modes of the sample are 
measured. From the coupling coefficients deduced from the resonance frequencies, various 
electromechanical coefficients ( ijε , dijk, sijkl) can be derived using standard formulas [86].  
The advantage of the ultrasonic method is that a small number of samples are 
required to determine all the coefficients. In one case, all the independent constants of 3m 
symmetry were deduced from one single sample [144]. The measured coefficients are valid 
only if they are determined from the phase velocity of the pure mode. But most samples 
often exhibit a coupled mode, i.e., the measured velocity depends on more than one elastic 
constant of the material.  High acoustic attenuation of certain modes may also damp the 
propagation of ultrasonic waves in certain directions, so that a complete set of material 
constants are difficult to obtain using the ultrasonic method alone especially for low 
symmetry systems. On the other hand, the resonance technique requires a large number of 
samples with different orientations and aspect ratios. Taking advantage of both methods, a 
combined “hybrid” method has also adopted by Zhang et al. [81] who recently reported the 
complete set of material properties of single domain PMN-33%PT single crystals. A bias 
field was used in this case in order to maintain single domain state of the crystal. The 
reported dielectric and piezoelectric properties ( T33ε /εo ≈ 640; d33 ≈ 190 pC/N; k33 ≈ 0.69) of 
[111]-poled single domain PMN-33%PT are much lower compared to the properties of its 
[001]- and [011]-poled counterparts. On the other hand, the shear piezoelectric coefficient 
d15 is extremely high for the [111]-poled crystal, being 4100 pC/N. Using the resonance 
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technique, Zhang et al. [83] also obtained very high thickness-shear property values (i.e., 
k15 = 0.97 and d15 = 9200 pC/N) for [111]-poled PZN-8%PT. Similarly high values (i.e., k15 
≈ 0.97 and d15 ≈ 5980 pC/N) were also reported by Peng et al. [84] for PMN-31%PT, also 
by means of the resonance technique. Using the quasi-static measurement techniques, Liu 
et al. [82] obtained d15 ≈ 5500 pC/N for [111]-poled PZN-4.5%PT and d15 ≈ 7500 pC/N for 
PZN-8%PT, while Han et al. [138] reported d15 ≈ 4800-5300 pC/N for single-domain 
PMN-31%PT single crystals. In this chapter, issues concerning shear characterization of 
[111]-poled single-domain relaxor single crystals are presented and discussed. The finding 
will be used to determine the shear properties of single-domain [111]-poled PZN-7%PT 
single crystals, which in turn will be used to form the complete property matrix of [111]-
poled single-domain in the next chapter. 
 
6.2 Experimental Details 
PZN-7%PT single crystals were grown using the high-temperature flux technique 
detailed in Chapter 3.  The Laue back reflection technique was used to orient the crystal, 
from which (111) wafers were sliced, polished and diced into rectangular samples of 




211 ) faces of the crystals and of various sizes in 
line with the IEEE standards for respective measurements shown in Figure 6.1. 
All the samples were initially electroded on the opposite (111) faces and poled in 
silicone oil at room temperature at 1.0 kV/mm to full transparency, indicating a single 
rhombohedral domain state with polarization in the poling direction. The single domain 
state of the samples was confirmed by polarized light microscopy, in that the samples 
showed extinction at all positions of the crossed polarizers when viewed parallel to the 






















Figure 6.1   Schematic showing the cut orientations of the various samples used for shear 
measurement and their relationship with the three main crystallographic 
directions: [111], [1 1 0] and [11 2 ]. Poling direction is along the [111] crystal 




























Figure 6.2  Polarized light micrograph of [111]-poled sample viewed parallel to poling 
direction. Complete extinction was observed at all positions of the crossed 













kHz), elastic constants and electromechanical coupling factors (k33, k31, k15, kp, kt,) were 
determined using an Agilent 4294 impedance network analyzer and the piezoelectric 
coefficients (d33, d22, d31) were obtained with a Berlincourt-type meter. Most of the 
longitudinal-, thickness-, transverse- and radial-vibration properties were characterized 
with the original electrodes on the opposite (111) faces. In this work, all the samples are 
poled along the [111] crystal direction, which is defined as the 3-direction. The other two 
orthogonal crystallographic directions, [1 1 0] and [11 2 ], are defined as the 1- and 2-
direction, respectively, as shown in Figure 6.3. This is consistent with that adopted by Ref. 
[150]. For shear measurements, the original electrodes on (111) were removed and new 
electrodes were deposited onto either the (1 1 0) or (11 2 ) crystal faces prior to the 
measurements. 
6.3 Shear Characterization of single domain PZN-7%PT single crystals 
The shear properties of piezoelectric materials can be characterized by using 
ultrasonic and resonance techniques.  By using the later technique, special care must be 
taken to prepare the samples with large length-to-thickness ratio (aspect ratio) to uncouple 
the length-shear and thickness-shear resonances [85].  Otherwise, the shear piezoelectric 
constants deduced may result in inflated values if the measured shear mode is coupled with 
other modes. In this section, a detailed characterization of shear properties of single-
domain PZN-7%PT with 3m symmetry is carried out by using resonance technique through 
careful selection of cutting and electroding directions. Various coupled and uncoupled 
shear modes are excited experimentally, and interpreted through piezoelectric vibration 
theory. 
At resonance of a shear mode (see Figure 6.4), the displacement direction may be 
either parallel or perpendicular to the polarization direction. To be consistent with the 
definition of shear modes in Ref. [85], in this work, the thickness-shear mode refers to the  
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resonance mode in which the shear displacement direction is parallel to the polarization 
direction (Figure 6.4a), while the length-shear mode refers to the case when the shear 
displacement direction is perpendicular to the polarization direction (Figure 6.4b). It should 
be noted that in practice, both the thickness-shear and length-shear modes are always 
activated together [85].  However, if the aspect ratio of the two corresponding resonating 
dimensions of the two shear modes is sufficiently large, the two shear modes can be 
decoupled as their resonant frequencies are sufficiently far apart.  
To avoid ambiguity associated with the description of thickness-shear and length-
shear modes in reference to the physical length and thickness of the sample, the terms 
“major surface” and “minor surface” and the “largest” and “smallest” dimensions will be 
used to describe the dimensional features of all the samples instead. A major surface is one 
of which the surface normal is parallel to the smallest dimension of the sample, while a 
minor surface is one of which the surface normal is parallel to the largest dimension of the 
sample.  
6.3.1  Length-shear Excitation with Electrodes on Minor Faces 
For length-shear excitation mode, the applied electric field is parallel to the induced 
shear displacement direction but perpendicular to the polarization direction (Figure 6.4b). 
Three kinds of [111]-poled length-shear samples with the working electrodes on minor 
surfaces can be made, shown as sample 1, 2 and 3 in Figure 6.1. 
For sample 1, the electric field is along the 1-direction, resonance modes associated with 
k15 and k16, are excited simultaneously because they share the same electrode direction.  For 
k15-mode both the thickness-shear and length-shear resonances are excited together and 
they are governed by the length and thickness dimensions of the sample, respectively. 
However, their resonance behaviour can be well separated when a large aspect ratio of the 
length and the thickness dimensions of the sample is chosen (see Figure 6.1a).  Similarly, 
the k16–mode also has two length-shear resonances which are governed by the length and 
































Figure 6.4 Schematic showing the shear resonant mode excited by corresponding 
electric field, where P represents the polarization direction, E electric field 
direction, U shear displacement direction, and the shaded faces are the 
electroded faces for measurement purpose. (a) shows the thickness-shear 
mode in which the induced shear displacement being parallel to the 
polarization direction; (b) shows the length-shear mode in which the 




































Figure 6.5 (a) Thickness-shear and length-shear resonances of k15 mode. (b) Length-
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When k15 and k16 modes are excited simultaneously the thickness-shear of the k15-
mode and the length-shear of the k16 mode would couple together, as both are governed by 
the same length dimension of the sample. Due to the small difference in elastic constants, 
the resonant peaks of both modes are quite close. However, we are interested in the length-
shear (k15) mode which is governed by the thickness dimension of the crystal. It is found 
that, not only the length-thickness ratio is important but the width-thickness ratio is equally 
important for couple free resonances. Figure 6.6 shows the effect of width-to-thickness 
ratio on the resonance behaviour of the PZN-7%PT single crystal. The resonance behaviour 
of the sample with a length-to-thickness ratio of 25 and a width-to-thickness ratio of 8 is 
shown in Figure 6.6(a). Due to the large difference between the activated dimensions, the 
k15 length-shear mode is not coupled with k15 thickness-shear mode and either of the k16 
length-shear modes, giving rise to relatively pure length-shear resonance peak. Figure 6.6(b) 
is the resonance behaviour of the samples with a width-to-thickness ratio of 4. In this case, 
the k16 length shear-mode, governed by the width dimension, is partially coupled with the 
k15 length-shear-mode governed by the thickness dimension (see arrow in Figure 6.6(b)). 
Whereas a clear well separated resonance peaks can be seen in 6.6(a). 
The material constants, k15, Ec55 , S11ε , and e15, can be obtained from resonant and 
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Figure 6.6 Resonance behaviour of sample 1 showing all the shear resonances of k15 
and k16 modes (a) Sample with width-thickness ratio of 8 (b) Sample with 
width-thickness ratio of 4, coupled mode. Note that the resonance behaviour 





k15 length-shear mode 
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( )2151111 1 kTS −= εε        (6.1d) 
SDcke 11551515 ε=        (6.1e) 
where ρ is the density and t the corresponding resonating dimension of the sample. 
Similarly, for sample 2 in Figure 6.1, which is poled in the [111] crystal direction 
and then re-electroded on the (11 2 ) minor faces, it can also be used to excite a clear k24 
length-shear mode as shown in Figure 6.7. The material constants k24, Ec44 , Dc44 , S22ε  and e24 
can be obtained from eqs. (6.1) by replacing subscript 1 with 2, and 5 with 4.  As for 
sample 3, a clear k16 length-shear mode can also be excited, and the material constant Ec66  
can be obtained from the resonance behavior using eq. (6.1b) but with subscript 5 replaced 
with 6. The measurement results of sample 1 and 2 are given in Table 6.1. The close 
matches of k15 and k24, Ec55  and Ec44 , e15 and e24, T11ε  and T22ε  are evident which agree with 
the 3m symmetry of the material under characterization.   
 
6.3.2  Thickness-Shear Excitation with Electrodes on Major Surfaces 
(a) Electrodes on Major (11 2 ) Crystal Faces 
For [111]-poled samples having working electrodes on major (11 2 ) crystal faces, 
the largest dimension can be oriented along either the [111] or [1 1 0] crystal direction, as 
shown in sample 4 and 5 in Figure 6.1. For sample 4, under the application of an electric 
field in the [11 2 ] or 2-direction, the k24 thickness-shear mode and the tk22  thickness- 
extension mode are excited simultaneously. Their respective resonant frequencies are 
related to the pertinent elastic constants, Dc44  and Dc22 . Despite the activated dimensions of 
respective modes being the same dimension, the two elastic constants involved are several 
times different in magnitude. The two resonance peaks are thus fairly well separated. 

















Figure 6.7 Resonance behaviour of sample 2 showing the length-shear resonance 
governed by thickness dimension (k24) by solid arrow and longitudinal-
extension mode (k22) by a dotted arrow. A clear length-shear mode can be 












thickness-shear resonance mode may be used to estimate k24 and Dc44 , while the tk22  





















( )2...4 aDeff ftc ρ≡        (6.3) 
The measured results of sample 4 are given in Table 6.1.  
In contrast, for sample 5 which has the largest dimension oriented in the [1 1 0] 
crystal direction or the 1-direction, three resonance modes may be excited by the applied 
electric field in the 2-direction, i.e. k24 thickness-shear, k24 length-shear and tk22  thickness-
extension modes. The thickness-extension mode may be separable from the two shear 
modes because of the sufficiently large difference between the elastic constants of the shear 
and the extension modes. As for the two shear modes, they may not be totally decoupled 
due to the smaller difference between the activated dimensions of the two shear modes [85].  
In other words, the resonance peak of the shear mode in this case is likely a coupled 
thickness-shear and length-shear mode, and the electromechanical coupling coefficient and 
elastic constant determined from eqs. (6.2) and (6.3) above, are thus “effective” values such 
that it may not be directly related to the material constants k24 and Dc44  of the single crystal 
(see below for more details).   
(b) Electrodes on Major )011(
−
 Crystal Faces 
For [111]-poled samples with the working electrodes on major (1 1 0) crystal faces, 
of surface normal in the 1-direction, the largest dimension of the sample may be oriented 
along either the [11 2 ] or [111] crystal direction, as shown by sample 6 and 7 in Figure 6.1.  
For either orientation, the shear displacements in 5 (or 13) and 6 (or 12) are excited by the 
applied electric field in the 1-direction; namely, both k15 and k16 thickness-shear modes are 
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excited together. Since the elastic constants, Dc55  and 
Dc66 , are comparable, coupling between 
the two thickness-shear modes is strong. The resultant coupled resonance-antiresonance 
peak is thus very broad (as shown in Figure 6.8a and 6.8b for these two samples) and the 
coupling factor and elastic constant determined from the resonance peak using eqs. (6.2) 
and (6.3) above are again the “effective” values and should not be taken as the true 
thickness-shear material constants. 
To understand the coupled resonant mode better, let’s examine the constitutive 
equations of the piezoelectric material in thickness-shear modes in this case below 
1156565555 EeScScT
EE
−+=              (6.4a) 
1165566666 EeScScT
EE
−+=              (64b) 
6165151111 SeSeED
S ++= ε              (6.4c) 
Substituting eq. (6.4c) into eqs. (6.4a) and (6.4b), 
111156565555 )/( DeScScT SDD ε−+=             (6.5a) 
111165566666 )/( DeScScT SDD ε−+=                                                         (6.5b) 
where SED ecc 11
2
155555 / ε+= , 
SED ecc 11
2
166666 / ε+= , and 
SED eecc 1116155656 / ε+= . 
Considering the thickness-shear mode with the electroded faces on the major surface whose 
surface normal is in the 1-direction, we have 
0// 3121 =∂∂=∂∂ xExE                (6.6) 
the strains are related to the displacement through 
135 / xuS ∂∂= , and 126 / xuS ∂∂=              (6.7) 
















































Figure 6.8   Coupled thickness-shear modes of (a) samples 6 whose largest dimension is 
along ]211[
−














[1 1 0]×[11 2 ]×[111] 
Vibration mode Measurement results 
c (×1010N/m2)  
1 7(E) ×  2 × 0.35(P) 
 
Length-shear k15 k15=0.785, Ec55  =1.56, e15=33.1, T11ε =12000 0ε  
2   2 × 7(E)  × 0.28(P) 
 
Length-shear k24 k24=0.784, Ec44  =1.57, e24=33.8, T22ε =12000 0ε  
3   7(E) × 0.28 × 2(P) 
 
Length-shear k16 Ec66  =5.0, T11ε =11000 0ε  
4 2 × 0.28(E) × 7(P) Thickness-shear        k24  
Thickness-extension tk22  
(keff)1=0.774, ( Deffc )1=3.7, T22ε =11000 0ε  
(keff)2=0.211, ( Deffc )2=19.7 
5 7 × 0.35(E) × 2(P) Thickness-shear coupled  
with length-shear  k24  
 
Thickness-extension tk22  
(keff)1=0.725, ( Deffc )1=3.22, T22ε =13000 0ε  
 
(keff)2=0.092, ( Deffc )2=17.38 
6 0.35(E) × 7  × 2(P) Thickness-shear  
k15 & k16 
(keff)1=0.960, ( Deffc )1=2.42, T11ε =13000 0ε  
(keff)2=0.224, ( Deffc )2=6.94 
7 0.5(E) × 2  × 7(P) Thickness-shear  
k15 & k16 
(keff)1=0.956, ( Deffc )1=2.49, T11ε =11000 0ε  
(keff)2=0.241, ( Deffc )2=6.67 
All the samples are poled in the [111] direction into a single domain state and then re-
electroded.  The letters ‘P’ and ‘E’ denote the dimensions parallel to the polarization 
direction and the working electric field direction, respectively. 0ε  is the permittivity of 













Solving eq. (6.8) gives the effective stiffness constants as, 
( )2 255 66 55 66 55 66 561 ( ) 4 42D D D D D D D Deffc c c c c c c c= + ± + − +             (6.9) 
Therefore, the coupling factor and elastic constant determined from the broad 
resonance peaks in these samples correspond to the smaller effective stiffness constants 
given by  eq. (6.9) (by taking the negative sign in the right hand side). Apart from the broad 
peaks, narrow resonance-antiresonance peaks could be observed from both samples 6 and 7, 
and the effective stiffness constant determined from these peaks corresponds to the larger 
effective stiffness constant given by eq. (6.9) (by taking the positive sign in the right hand 
side). A similar finding was also observed when the stiffness constants were obtained by 
means of the ultrasonic technique [81].   
As listed in Table 6.1, for both sample 6 and 7, regardless of the orientation of the 
largest dimension, the effective coupling factors and effective elastic constants keff are 
extremely large and are very close. These results agree with the very large keff value of 0.97 
obtained from thickness-shear mode [111]-poled single crystal PZN-PT when the 
electroded faces are the (1 1 0) major surfaces [83]. 
This observation confirms that the excited resonance is a coupled mode of 
thickness-shear in 15 and 16, with ‘5’ and ‘6’ interchangeable.  Since it is a coupled mode, 
the elastic or piezoelectric constants cannot be directly resolved from such measurements, 
as illustrated by eq. (6.9).   
It is noticeable that neither of the two Deffc  equals to 
Dc55  or 
Dc66 . However, their sum 




eff cccc 565521 )()( +=+        (6.10) 
For both samples 6 and 7, the sum of the measured effective stiffness constants is  
DD cc 5655 + =97 GPa  
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6.4 Summary 
This work shows that the shear resonance of piezoelectric materials with 3m 
symmetry often involves a coupled mode.  Despite so, separable shear resonance modes 
can be excited by using length-shear excitation with electrodes on minor faces or by using 
thickness-shear excitation with electrodes on major (11 2 ) faces with the largest dimension 
oriented along the (111) direction. These sample geometries can be used for shear property 
characterization of piezoelectric single crystals of 3m symmetry, giving measurements 
consistent with 3m symmetry, namely, k15 ≈ k24 and d15 ≈ d24.  In contrast, other 
thickness-shear samples, including those with electrodes on major (1 1 0) faces and those 
with electrodes on major (11 2 ) faces but having the largest dimension oriented along the 
[1 1 0] direction, produce inseparable shear resonance peaks, resulting in either greatly 
inflated or inaccurate shear property values. Such sample geometries should be avoided in 
shear property characterization of piezoelectric single crystals of 3m symmetry. 
Another advantage of using the length-shear samples for shear characterization of 
piezoelectric single crystals is that such samples have their [111] direction along the 
smallest dimension and can be readily poled to a single-domain states at much lower 
electric voltages.  For thickness-shear samples, which have the [111] direction along their 
largest or medium dimension, extra care is needed to avoid crack formation in sample 
preparation, especially during the poling stage which requires a much higher voltage to 












Ferroelectric single crystals of PZN-PT and PMN-PT have been extensively 
researched for more than a decade due to their superior dielectric and piezoelectric 
properties compared to state-of-the-art PZT ceramics. But it is only recently that these 
single crystals are being used in practical devices. Proper design of devices needs a 
complete knowledge on material constants. Therefore, it is utmost necessary to determine 
the material constants of the domain-engineered crystals. Domain-engineering is defined as 
the way of producing a desired domain structure by poling along a non-polar axis to yield 
the desired dielectric and piezoelectric properties. Domain-engineered single crystals 
exhibit exceptionally large dielectric and piezoelectric properties when poled along a non-
polar [001] (KT >7000; d33 >2500 pC/N; k33 >90%) or [011] (KT >5500; d31 >3200 pC/N; 
k33 >92%) high symmetry axis, respectively. 
A complete set of material constants of domain-engineered [001]-poled PZN-7%PT 
single crystals have been reported by Zhang et al. [45]. These material constants were 
measured by treating the overall symmetry of the crystal as pseudo-tetragonal 4mm 
symmetry. Instead of measurements, the material constants of domain-engineered crystals 
may also be deduced using coordinate transformation from single-domain data. In so doing, 
the macroscopic properties of a domain engineered multi-domain crystals are considered as 
the collective average of individual domains taking volume ratio as the weighting factor.  
In this chapter, full property matrices of [111]-poled single-domain, [001]-poled and 
[011]-poled multi-domain single crystals are measured experimentally.  
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7.2 Measured property matrix of [111]-poled single domain PZN-(6-7)%PT 
 
 single crystal 
 
To generate the single domain matrix, one has to identify the number of 
independent material constants to be determined. The number of independent material 
constants to be determined is associated with the symmetry of the crystal. The presence of 
high symmetry in the crystal helps reduce the number of independent piezoelectric and 
mechanical coefficients. For example, piezoelectric materials with 4mm and 6mm 
symmetry have only 11 and 10 independent constants, respectively [18]. In contrast, there 
are 12 independent constants for 3m symmetry; namely, 6 elastic, 4 piezoelectric and 2 
dielectric constants. The non-zero components of elastic, piezoelectric and dielectric 



























































































In this part of the work, the complete set of properties of PZN-7%PT single crystal 
poled in the [111] crystal direction into a single-domain state will be determined by means 
of a combination of the resonance technique and quasi-static measurement techniques. The 
latter include measurements using the Berlincourt meter and direct displacement 
measurements by means of a laser vibrometer.  
Samples of 6 different cut orientations were prepared.  They are shown 
schematically in Figure 7.1 and listed in Table 7.1 for easy reference. They were used to 
establish measurements required to generate the full matrix of elastic, piezoelectric and 
dielectric constants of crystals of 3m symmetry. The measured properties from the different 
cuts have some redundancy, which provides self consistency-checks of the correctness and 
accuracy of the measurements. The detailed procedures employed to determine the elastic, 
dielectric and piezoelectric constants are described below. 
(a) [111]-thickness-poled disk (Specimen No. 1) 
(111)-oriented single crystal with high aspect ratio (diameter/thickness = 30) was 
chosen. The constitutive equations of piezoelectric plate assume that the thickness is 
infinitely thin. So the chosen aspect ratio was much higher than the lower bound value 
specified for high coupling factor materials. 
The disk sample was electroded and polarized in the thickness direction. Both radial 
and thickness modes were excited by applying an a.c. field to the electroded faces. When 
excited in the radial mode, the mechanical conditions are given by [] 
T3 = 0         (7.1) 































Figure 7.1 Schematic showing the cut orientations of the various samples used and 





. Poling direction is along the [111] crystal direction in all 





Table 7.1 Dimensions, orientations and vibration modes for single-domain characterization  
 




Resonance Technique used 
and properties measured† 
Quasi-static 
measurements†§ 
1 8.75D×0.3T(P,E)* Radial-extension: v, Pc11 ; Es11 ; Es12  
Thickness-extension: kt; Dc33 ;( Ec33 ) 
T
33ε ;( S33ε ;e33)  
2 2W×2T×8L(P,E) Length-extension: k33; Ds33 ;( Es33 )  d33;[ T33ε ]  
3a 7L×2W×0.5T(P,E) Transverse-extension: k31;[ Es11 ] d31; [ T33ε ] 
3b 7L(E)×2W×0.5T(P) Length-shear: k15; Dc55 ;( Ec55 )  T11ε ;( S11ε ;e15);d15 
4a 2W×7L×0.28T(P,E) Transverse-extension: [k32]; [ Es22 ] 
Thickness-extension: [kt; Dc33 ;( Ec33 )] 
[d32; T33ε ] 
4b 2W×7L(E)×0.28T(P) Length-shear: [k24; Ec44 ;( Dc44 )]  
Length-extension: k22; Ds22 ;( Es22 ) 
[ T22ε ;( S22ε ;e24);d24] 
d22 
5a 7L×0.35T(E)×2W(P) Transverse-extension: k21;[ Es11 ] [d21; T22ε ] 
5b 7L(E)×0.35T×2W(P) Length-shear: k16; Ec66 ;( Dc66 )   
*The alphabet (P) denotes the poling direction and (E) denotes the direction normal to the 
electroded faces. 
 †Values within round brackets give calculated values; those within square brackets are 
redundant values used for self-consistency checks. 
 §The d15 and d24 value was measured with a laser vibrometer at 100 Hz, other d’s values 
were measured by means of a Berlincourt meter at 200 Hz, while T33ε , T11ε  and T22ε  were 
measured with an impedance meter at 1 kHz. 
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The method developed by Meitzler et al. [151] for measuring coupling factors was 
used. This technique incorporates the elastic anisotropy and also reduces the sensitivity of 
the variation effects of Poison’s ratio on the coupling factors.  Firstly, the Poison’s ratio, v, 
was obtained from the ratio of the resonant frequencies of the first overtone to the 
fundamental resonant frequency, both of the radial-extension mode. The radial stiffness 
constant and the radial coupling factor kp were obtained from the fundamental resonant and 
anti-resonant frequencies by solving the Bessel function. The compliances, Es11  and Es12  were 
determined from Pc11  and v, using the below expressions: 


















         (7.4) 
The free dielectric constant T33ε  was obtained from the capacitance measured at 1 
kHz. From the resonant and anti-resonant frequencies of the thickness vibration mode, the 





















       (7.5) 
22
33 4 a
D ftc ⋅= ρ ;        (7.6) 
From the deduced values, Ec33 , S33ε  and e33 were obtained using, 
( )23333 1 tDE kcc −=
        (7.7) 
( )( )223333 11 ptTS kk −−= εε
       (7.8) 
SD
t cke 333333 ε=
        (7.9) 
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where fr and fa are, respectively, the resonant and anti-resonant frequencies of the 
corresponding mode, t is the thickness of the disk and ρ is the density of the PZN-7%PT 
single crystal, which is about 8.2 g/cm3. 
(b) [111]-length-poled bar (Specimen No. 2) 
Bar shaped samples having an aspect ratio greater than 3.5 were used, i.e. l > 3.5w/t, 
l being the length of the bar sample which is along the <111> crystal direction and also the 
poling direction while w and t being the width and thickness of the bar, respectively. The 
coupling factor k33 and elastic compliances, Ds33  and Es33 , were measured from the resonant 







































         (7.12) 
Piezoelectric coefficient d33 was directly measured using the Berlincourt-type meter. 
The free dielectric constant T33ε  was measured from the capacitance at 1 kHz for self 
redundancy check. It was observed that the value is comparable to the one measured from 
the disk sample excited in the thickness mode. 
(c) [111]-thickness-poled plate of ]011[
−
-length-cut (Specimen Nos. 3a and 3b) 
A batch of samples were prepared from (111) wafers which were diced into long 




and [111] crystal directions, 
respectively, and having dimensional ratios satisfying the IEEE standards, i.e. l > 3w > 9t. 
With the initial electrodes on opposite (111) faces, the samples were poled along the 
thickness direction (Specimen No. 3a). Both the thickness and transverse modes were 
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excited. Thickness coupling coefficient, kt, stiffness constant Dc33  and dielectric constants 
T
33ε  were obtained for consistency checks. The lateral coupling factor k31 and elastic 
compliance Es11  were determined from the measured resonant and anti-resonant frequencies 
of the transverse mode using the expressions below, while the piezoelectric constant d31 































       (7.14) 
Then, the electrodes on the (111) faces were removed and the sample was re-
electroded on the opposite ]011[
−
 minor faces (Specimen No. 3b). The free dielectric 
constant T11ε  was calculated from the capacitance of the sample with the new pair of 
electrodes. The length-shear mode resonant and anti-resonant frequencies were taken and 
used to determine k15, Ec55 ,
S
11ε  and e15, as discussed in section 6.3.1 using eqs. 6.1(a) to 
6.1(e). 
(d) [111]-thickness-poled plate of ]211[
−
-length-cut (Specimen Nos. 4a and 4b) 
Similar to the previous section, (111) wafers were diced into long strips but with the 
length oriented along the ]211[
−
crystal direction (i.e., the 2-direction) instead. With the 
initial electrodes on the opposite (111) faces, the samples were poled along the thickness 
direction (Specimen No. 4a). The lateral elastic compliance Es22  and coupling factor k32 
were determined by the resonance method with the help of eqs. (7.13) to (7.14) by 
replacing the subscript ‘1’ with ‘2’. The piezoelectric constant d32 was measured with the 
Berlincourt-type meter. 
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Then, the electrodes on the opposite (111) faces were removed and the sample was 
re-electroded on the opposite )211(
−
 minor faces (Specimen No. 4b). The free dielectric 
constant T22ε  was measured from the capacitance of the sample with the new electrodes. 
This sample cut also displayed a clear length-shear mode, of which the resonant and anti-
resonant frequencies were used to determine k24, Ec44 , 
Dc44 , and e24 with the help of eqs. 
(6.1a) to (6.1e) by replacing the subscript “1” with “2” and “5” with “4”.  From symmetry 
arguments, k15 ≈ k24, Ec55  ≈ 
Ec44 , e15 ≈ e24 and 
T
11ε  ≈ 
T
22ε  for class 3m materials. By using the 
same electrodes, the length-extensional mode was exited and the coupling factor k22 and the 
values of Ds22  and 
Es22  were determined with the help of eqs. (7.10) to (7.12) by replacing 
the subscript ‘3’ with ‘2’. The piezoelectric coefficient d22 was directly measured using the 
Berlincourt-type meter.  
 (e) [111]-width-poled plate of ]011[
−
-length-cut (Specimen Nos. 5a and 5b) 
A part of the crystal was sliced parallel to )211(
−
 plane and diced into long strips 
with the length oriented along the ]011[
−
 and the width along the [111] crystal directions, 
respectively, the thickness direction being along the ]211[
−
 direction. With the initial 
electrodes on the opposite (111) faces (i.e. across the width of the sample), the sample was 
poled along the width direction. Subsequently, the electrodes on the opposite (111) faces 
were removed and the sample was re-electroded on the opposite )211(
−
 major faces 
(Specimen No. 5a). With the new pair of electrodes, the samples were excited in the 
transverse mode and the resonant and anti-resonant frequencies were obtained and used to 
determine the values of k21 and Es11  with the help of eqs. (7.13) and (7.14) by replacing the 
subscript ‘3’ with ‘2’. The d21 value was directly measured from a Berlincourt-type meter. 
This sample was also excited in various modes i.e., thickness extensional, length-shear and 
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thickness-shear modes, to determine the relevant constants for self consistency checks. 
Then, the electrodes on the opposite )211(
−
 faces were removed and the sample was re-
electroded on the opposite )011(
−
minor faces (Specimen No. 5b). With the new electrodes, 
the length-shear resonant and anti-resonant frequencies were obtained and used to 
determine the values of k16, Ec66  and 
D
c66  with the help of eqs. 6.1(a) to 6.1(e) by replacing 
the subscript ‘5’ with ‘6’. 
 From the above, a complete property matrices of elastic, piezoelectric, and 
dielectric constants was derived. The results are given in Table 7.2. In this table, the 
material constants marked with an asterisk (*) were obtained from direct measurement, 
while the others were derived using the relevant constitutive relations [86,164,165]. Since 
16 measured values were obtained for 12 independent constants, there were several self-
consistency checks. In addition, the value of d15 measured by using vibrometer was used to 
compare the d15 value derived from the constitutive relations. Good consistency (within 5% 
error) was obtained confirming the validity of the measurement technique employed in this 
work.  
High values of d15 and d22 for the single-domain PZN-(6-7)%PT are evident in 
Table 7.2. This is consistent with the results of Zhang et al. [81] obtained from single-
domain PMN-33%PT single crystal. The high d15 value has been used by recent researchers 
to explain the high d33 and d31 values in [001]-poled multi-domain crystals [123,152]. An 
interesting point to note is that, unlike the work of Zhang et al. [81] and Liu et al. [82] in 
which a dc bias was applied to prevent depoling of single-domain single crystals during the 
measurement, all the measurements reported in the present work were carried out at room 
temperature without any electric bias. Depoling was not observed throughout the course of 
the present study. The values reported in Table 7.2 can thus be directly used for the design 
purpose.   
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Table 7.2  The property matrix of single domain PZN-(6-7)%PT 




      
E
c12
       
Ec13
      
E
c14
     
Ec33
      
E
c44 *     
Ec66 * 
  18.0     8.0      4.8    −2.6     17.1     1.6       5.0 




      
D
c12
      
Dc13
      
D
c14
     
Dc33 *     
D
c44
      
Dc66
 
  19.4     8.0      6.4    −2.2     20.2      4.0      5.7 
Elastic compliance constants: sijE (10−12 m2/N) 
  
Es11 *      
Es12 *      
Es13
      
Es14
       
Es33
      
Es44
       
Es66
 
  32.8    −28.5    −1.2     100.1    6.5    390.4     122.6 
Elastic compliance constants: sijD (10−12 m2/N) 
  
Ds11 *     
Ds12
      
Ds13
      
Ds14
     
Ds33 *    
Ds44
      
Ds66
 
  7.7     −3.4     −1.4     6.1     5.8     31.7     22.3 
Piezoelectric constants: eij (C/m2) and dij (10−12C/N) 
 e15       e22        e31       e33      d15         d22*     d31*    d33* 
 31.7  -30.9    −4.6     12.6    6200   −1280    −35     93 
Piezoelectric constants: gij (10−2 Vm/N) and hij (108V/m)  
 g15     g22       g31       g33      h15      h22       h31       h33 
 6.3   -1.3    −0.6     1.5     19.7   −1.0     −5.9     23.1 
Dielectric constants: ijε ( )0ε  and ijβ (10-4/εo)  
S
11ε
      
S
33ε
      
T
11ε *
     
T
33ε *    
S
11β
    
S
33β
     
T
11β




4222    567    11000   700     2.4     17.6     0.9    14.3 
Electromechanical coupling constants kij and density ρ  
    k15*        k31*       k33*         kt*      ρ  (kg/m3)  
    0.79      0.18       0.33       0.39      8207 










7.3 Measured property matrix of [001]-poled multi-domain of PZN-7%PT 
single crystals 
When poled along the [001]-direction of the cubic axis, PZN7%PT single crystal 
takes on 4mm tetragonal symmetry, which has 11 independent constants, i.e., 6 elastic, 3 
piezoelectric, 2 dielectric constants.  These constants have to be determined to generate the 
whole property matrix of [001]-poled multi-domain single crystals. These material 

















































































ε ij  
The resonance technique was again used to obtain all the material constants. 
Because of high symmetry, a total of only 4 samples are sufficient to determine all the 11 
independent material constants. The dimensions, cut orientations and the intended vibration 
modes of the samples used are provided in Table 7.3 and shown schematically in Figure 7.2 
for easy reference. All the samples were carefully prepared according to the IEEE standards 
to achieve a pure resonance mode. They were electroded and poled under an electric field 
of 1.0 kV/mm at room temperature. Several samples of the same orientation were prepared 
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for the self consistency checks and the average values were taken where possible. Most of 
the equations required to determine [001]-poled single crystal properties like thickness 
extensional, longitudinal, transverse and shear elastic and piezoelectric constants are 
similar to the equations used to determine [111]-poled single domain properties described 
in the previous section.  
All the material constants except Es66  were determined using Sample Nos. 1 to 3 by 
the resonant technique. For the determination of shear compliance Es66  of the [001]-poled 
crystal of 4mm symmetry, a new k31-sample was prepared.  This sample, of l >3w>9t, was 
cut at 45º to the [010] edge of an (001) oriented wafer. The orientation of the new sample, 
designed as Sample No. 4 in Figure 7.2, is thus [110]L×[ 101
−
]W×[001]T. The elastic 
compliance of this sample, denoted as Es11 (45º), was obtained from the resonant and anti-
resonant frequencies of the transverse mode and the equations described in section 7.2(c). 
Knowing Es11 (45º), Es12  and Es66  were deduced using the equation below: 
 
( ) ( ) EEEE ssss 661211011 4
1
2
145 ++=       (7.15) 
 
The deduced complete matrix of [001]-poled PZN-7%PT single crystals is provided 
in Table 7.4. The obtained values are consistent with previously reported property values 
with good reproducibility [134]. We shall compare these measured values with the values 
deduced from [111]-poled single domain data in the next chapter. 
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Table 7.3  Dimensions, orientations and vibration modes for [001]-multi-domain single  
     crystals 
 
No. Size (mm) 
[100]1×[010]2×[001]3 
Resonance Technique used 
and properties measured† 
Quasi-static 
measurements†§ 
1 5.0L×5.0W×0.4T(P,E)* Thickness-extension: kt; Dc33 ;( Ec33 ) T33ε ;( S33ε ;e33)  
2 4.0W×4.0T×12.0L(P,E) Length-extension: k33; Ds33 ;( Es33 )  d33;[ T33ε ]  
3a 9.0L×3.0W×0.4T(P,E) Transverse-extension: k31;[ Es11 ] 
Thickness-extension: [kt; Dc33 ;( Ec33 )] 
d31; [ T33ε ] 
3b 9.0L(E)×3.0W×0.4T(P) Length-shear: k15; Dc55 ;( Ec55 ); (d15) T11ε ;( S11ε ;e15) 
4 9L×3.0W×0.4T(P,E) 
  Transverse-extension: Es11 (45º);( Es66 ) [ T33ε ] 
*The alphabet (P) denotes the poling direction and (E) denotes the direction normal to the 
electroded faces. 
 
†Values within round brackets give calculated values; those within square brackets are 
redundant values used for self-consistency checks. 
§d’s values were measured by means of a Berlincourt meter at 200 Hz, while T33ε , T11ε  

































Figure .7.2 Schematic showing the cut orientations of the various samples used and 
their relationship with the three main crystallographic directions: [100] 
[010] and [001]. Poling direction is along the [001] crystal direction in all 
























Table 7.4 Measured properties of [001]-poled multidomain PZN-7%PT single 
crystals 
Elastic stiffness constants: cijE (1010 N/m2) 
E
c11          
E
c12          
Ec13          
Ec33          
E
c44          
Ec66  
10.7        9.7       10.1        10.8        5.5         6.1 
Elastic stiffness constants: cijD (1010 N/m2) 
 
Dc11          
Dc12          
Dc13          
Dc33 *        
Dc44         
Dc66  
 10.8        9.9         9.5        14.4          6.1        6.1 
Elastic compliance constants: sijE (10−12 m2/N) 
 
Es11 *        
Es12          
Es13          
Es33          
Es44 *       
Es66  
 90.0     -13.5       -72.0     145.0      18.11      16.5 
Elastic compliance constants: sijD (10−12 m2/N) 
 
Ds11          
Ds12          
Ds13         
Ds33 *        
Ds44         
Ds66  
 54.4     -49.0      -5.7        16.8      16.4       16.5 
Piezoelectric constants: eij (C/m2) and dij (10−12C/N) 
 e15         e31          e33         d15           d31*        d33* 
11.04     -3.23     16.10     200    ~(-1500)    ~2800 
Piezoelectric constants: gij (10−3 Vm/N) and hij (108V/m) 
 g15         g31         g33          h15         h31         h33 
 8.7       −23.7      45.8        5.3       -4.5        22.3 
Dielectric constants: εij (εo) and βij (10−4/εo) 
S
11ε      
S




     
T
33ε *     
S
11β       S33β      T11β      T33β  
2030   814   2250    7000     4.25     12.2     3.8     1.4 
Electromechanical coupling constants kij and density ρ 
 k15*        k31*          k33*            kt*         ρ (kg/m3) 
 0.31       0.54         0.94           0.5          8207 
 

































Deduced Property Matrices of [001]-Poled PZN-(6-7)%PT Single 
Crystals and Effects of Metastable Low-Symmetry Phases 
 
8.1 Introduction 
Any physical quantity with respect to a set of coordinate axes can be transformed to 
a new set of coordinate axis using the transformation matrix [aij] [18]. Transformation from 
a given set of Cartesian coordinates (x,y,z) to another is done by means of three successive 
anticlockwise rotations in a sequence. These three successive angles of rotation are termed 
the Eulerian angles (φ,θ,ψ). The initial set of axes was first rotated by an angle φ about the 
z-axis, then by an angle θ of about the x-axis, and finally by an angle ψ about the z-axis, as 
shown in Figure 8.1 [158]. The transformation matrix [aij] is expressed in terms of the 
Eulerian angles [158], where [aij] are the cosines of the angles (αij) formed by the old axes 
with the news axes, i.e., aij = cos αij. The final transformation matrix from one set of axis to 
another is given by  
 
 
8.2 Assumptions Made 
The following simplifying assumptions are made in the calculation of the multi-domain 
properties from single-domain properties: (a) [001] & [011]-poled 3m rhombohedral 
crystals have four and two equal volume fractions of [111] rhombohedral crystals, as 
illustrated in Figure 8.2 & 8.3, respectively. (b) All the crystal variants in the multi-domain 

























































































crystal variants and their contributions to the overall crystal properties are ignored. (c) 
Domain walls evenly and isotropically distributed within the crystal and their contributions 
to piezoelectric and elastic properties of the crystal are assumed negligible. 
By using coordinate transformation, mono-domain longitudinal piezoelectric 
coefficients of PMN-33%PT single crystal were transformed to [001]-poled multidomain 
state crystal by Damjanovic et al. [123]. The calculated piezoelectric coefficients (d33) are 
about 20% lower than experimentally measured values. This has led these authors to 
conclude that the superior piezoelectric properties of [001] poled multidomain crystal are 
originated from the intrinsic mono-domain properties due to crystal anisotropy and the 
large piezoelectric shear coefficients of individual domains. Similarly, the single domain 
piezoelectric coefficients of PZN-4.5%PT single crystals were transformed to obtain 
selected [001]-poled and [011]-poled multi-domain piezoelectric coefficients by Liu and 
Lynch [60]. Despite the above, complete property matrices of [001]-poled and [011]-poled 
multi-domain PZN-7%PT single crystals deduced from single-domain data by the 
coordinate transformation technique remain not available till date.  
In what follows, the [111]-poled single-domain data of PZN-7%PT are used to 
deduce the [001]-poled and [011]-poled multi-domain materials constants. For the sake of 
consistency, the standard coordinates system proposed by Zhang et al. [149] will be 
adopted in the present work. 
 
8.3 Deduced Property Matrix of [001]-poled PZN-(6-7)%PT Single Crystal 
 
By poling in the [001]-direction, a single crystal of PZN-7%PT can be engineered 
to produce a stable multi-domain state with 4 domains of 4mm symmetry macroscopically. 
This is shown schematically in Figure 8.2. Each domain state is defined by a given 
polarization direction in the crystal. Using the single variant data, we calculated the 
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material constants of the 4-variant state of the [001]-poled crystal by means of coordinate 





211 ]y×[111]z, was first rotated about the x-axis by 54.65º (θ), then rotated about 
the z-axis (ψ) by 45º, 135º, 225º and 315º, respectively, to align the four possible domains 
to the global Cartesian coordinate system, or the [100]-[010]-[001] pseudo-cubic system, as 
shown in Figure 8.2. The elastic constants, piezoelectric stress coefficients were 
transformed directly from the single domain data. The remaining piezoelectric, dielectric 
constants were deduced from the transformed material constants and the experimentally 
measured electromechanical coupling factors. The obtained property matrices of [ Eijs ], 






















































































8.4 Comparison between measured and deduced property values and effects 
 
of Metastable Low-Symmetry Phases 
 
For easy comparison, the measured and predicted material constants for [001]-poled 
PZN-(6-7)%PT single crystals are given in Table 8.1.  Also provided are the measured 
values of Zhang et al. [134] for easy reference.  Examination of the table shows that both 
sets of measured values are comparable.  Furthermore, [001]-poled PZN-7%PT single 
crystals exhibit extremely high longitudinal and transverse piezoelectric coefficients d33 
and d31 and elastic compliances Es33 , Es11  and Es13 . For these important properties, the 
predicted and measured values are comparable (to within 30% except for Es11 ). The much 
larger variations between the predicted and measured values for other material constants 
may be attributed to their low absolute values and typically large scatters in the measured 
properties of relaxor single crystals, a result of composition segregation of the material. 
It should be pointed out here that while the deduced material constants represent 
only intrinsic contributions from individual rhombohedral domains in the material, the 
measured material constants reflect the combined effect of both intrinsic and extrinsic 
contributions. The latter include domain walls, internal stresses/strains, metastable phases 
and their interaction effects of the above with the rhombohedral parent phase. Since both 
the predicted and measured piezoelectric coefficients are comparable (to within 20% 
typically), the present work shows that for [001]-poled multi-domain single crystal, the 
measured values come largely from the intrinsic piezoelectricity of respective 
rhombohedral domains. In other words, extrinsic contribution to the piezoelectricity is not 
very significant in [001]-poled multi-domain crystals.  This is consistent with the 
observation that negligible domain wall movement and minimum hysteresis are noted for 
[001]-poled PZN-(4.5-8)%PT single crystals when driven by low a.c. fields. The small 








































(a) and (b) 
 
(c)  
d33 2800 2455 2628 3010 15% higher 
d31 -1500 -1204 -1352 -1500 11% higher 
d15 200 176 188 510 171% higher 
Es11  90.0 85.9 88 164.5 87% higher  
Es12  -13.5 -14.1 -13.8 -80.5 480% higher 
Es13  -72.1 -69.0 -70.6 -80.5 15% higher 
Es33  145 142 144 164.5 14% higher 
Es44  18.1 15.9 17.0 20.4 20% higher 
Es66  16.5 14.1 15.3 20.4 33% higher 
*Unit of Eijs  is pm












crystal. This finding is in contrast to the work of Wada et al. [159], who observed a 
dependence of piezoelectric constants on the domain wall density of the [111]-poled 
barium titanate single crystals. Despite the above, it should also be pointed that extrinsic 
features may affect the elastic coefficients and may account for the variations in Es12  and Es11  
between the measured and predicted values.   
Since the presence of minor orthorhombic phase is noted in the actual crystal, the 
difference between the measured and predicted values of d33, d32 and d31 can be attributed 
to the metastable phases present in the material, of which the effect has been ignored in 
coordinate transformation from single-domain data. In this regard, it is interesting to note 
that the predicted d32 value agrees more with the measured value for PZN-(4.5-6)%PT (see 
Chapter 5). This agreement is reasonable because optimally [011]-poled PZN-(4.5-6)%PT 
single crystals consists largely of rhombohedral phase, which satisfies the assumptions 
made in Section 8.2. 
The above observation indicates that unlike [001]-poled crystal, the presence of 
metastable low-symmetry in the rhombohedral matrix in [011]-poled crystals plays an 
important role in enhancing the piezoelectric properties of relaxor single crystals and that 
their presence and interactions with the rhombohedral matrix should be included for a more 
accurate predication of the properties of relaxor single crystals, notably those of 






9.1 Relaxor Single Crystals of Superior Piezoelectric Properties 
 The properties of flux-grown PZN-PT single crystals of varying compositions and 
orientations have been investigated in the present work. Among the various compositions 
studied, [001]-optimally-poled PZN-(6-7)%PT exhibit superior dielectric and piezoelectric 
properties, with KT ≈ 6800-8000, d33 ≈ 2500-3000 pC/N, d31 ≈ −(1200-1800) pC/N for 
PZN-(6-7)%PT. This composition is also fairly resistant to over-poling. The [001]-poled 
electromechanical coupling factors (k33, k31 and kt) are relatively insensitive to crystal 
composition. As for [011]-poled crystals, optimally-poled PZN-7%PT exhibits extremely 
high d32 values of up to −4000 pC/N with k32 ≈ 0.90-0.96.  Comparable properties were also 
obtained for optimally poled [011]-poled PZN-6%PT single crystal with d32 ≈ -3000 pC/N 
and k32 ≈  0.90. While [011]-poled PZN-7%PT single crystal becomes overpoled with much 
degraded properties when poled above 0.6 kV/mm, PZN-6%PT crystal shows no signs of 
overpoling even when poled at 2.0 kV/mm.   
The present work further shows that, the presence of suitable amounts of monoclinic 
or orthorhombic phase in a rhombohedral matrix play a crucial role in the high 
piezoelectricity of relaxor single crystals. The amount of such metastable phases in the 
crystal, in general, increases with the PT content and poling field strength employed during 
the crystal preparation stage. The results show that crystals of near MPB compositions are 
prone to have these metastable phases due to their enhanced metastability which, when 
present in sufficiently high amounts, cause the crystal to become overpoled with degraded 
properties even at intermediate poling fields. The above observation agrees with the results 
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of our polarized light microscopy and of synchrotron light studies reported by earlier 
researchers [49,50,52,94,140]. 
9.2 Properties of Rhombohedral Single Crystals 
9.2.1 For crystals of compositions away from MPBs 
Tables 9.1 and 9.2 summarizes the [001]-poled and [011]-poled properties of flux-
grown PZN-PT single crystal obtained in the present work.  The poling conditions used are 
given against the crystal compositions shown. All poling were carried out at room 
temperature.   
For PZN-4.5%PT single crystals, which are compositionally away from the MPBs, 
the poled crystal structure is largely rhombohedral.  The poled properties of these crystals 
are given in column 2 and 3 of Table 9.1. Such crystals show respectable properties with 
KT ≈ 5000, d33 ≈ 2200 pC/N, d31 ≈ −(1000-1100) pC/N, k33 ≈ 0.90-0.92, k31 ≈ 0.50 for 
PZN-4.5%PT. More importantly, no significant degradation of properties was observed 
when the above crystals were poled to 2.0 kV/mm. Crystals of the above two compositions 
are thus ideal for high field applications. For [011]-poled single crystal plates of ]001[
−
-
length-cut, we obtained KT ≈ 3000, d32 ≈ −1400 pC/N and k32 = 0.88 for PZN-4.5%PT 
which again shows no sign of property degradation even after poling at 2.0 kV/mm.  
The present work further shows that PZN-xPT single crystals with x ≤ 7.0% grown 
with the high-temperature flux technique exhibit good compositional uniformity both within 
and between crystals. This has contributed to their high resistance to overpoling and the 
reasonably smaller scatters in the poled dielectric and piezoelectric properties. It should be 
noted that the scatters in poled properties of the rhombohedral crystal could be further 
reduced should the domain structure of the crystal in the unpoled state be controlled.   For  




Table 9.1 Properties of flux-grown [001]-poled PZN-PT single crystals (poled at 0.7-
0.8 kV/mm for k31- and kt- plates and 0.4-0.6 kV/mm for k33-bars) 
 
 
Properties Optimally-poled Over-poled 
 PZN-4.5%PT PZN-(6-7)%PT PZN-8%PT PZN-8%PT 
Tc (°C) ≈156 ≈164 ≈170 ≈170 
TDP (°C) ≈ 110 ≈ 100 ≈90 70-80 
KT 4500-5500 6800-8000 5500-6500 3300-4500 
tanδ <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 
k33 0.90-0.92 0.92-0.94 0.92-0.94 0.88-0.91 
kt 0.50-0.52 0.52-0.53 0.53-0.57 0.53 
k31 [110]L 


































Table 9.2   Properties of flux-grown [011]-poled PZN-PT and PMN-PT single crystals of  




Property Optimally-poled               Over-poled 
 PZN-6%PT PZN-7%PT  PZN-7%PT 
Poling field 
(kV/mm) 
1.0-2.0 0.4-0.5 0.6-2.0 
KT 4200-5200 5000-6000 1700-1800 
tanδ <0.01 <0.01 <0.006 
k32  0.90-0.93 0.92-0.96 0.65-0.70 



















crystal, much superior property values with much reduced scatters, i.e., of KT ≈ 6450 (± 
4%) and d31 ≈ −1825 (± 4%) pC/N, were obtained should materials containing only braid-
like domains be used (Section 4.2.1).  This finding indicates that controlling the initial 
domain structure of the crystal as a means to further improve on the consistency of the 
properties of PZN-PT single crystals does appear attractive and should be investigated 
further.  
9.2.2 For crystals of near-MPB compositions 
Columns 3 and 4 of Table 9.1 give the properties of [001]-poled PZN-(6-7)%PT, 
PZN-8%PT in the optimally-poled state, which are compositionally near the MPBs but 
have a predominantly rhombohedral domain structure. They exhibit extremely high 
dielectric and electromechanical properties, with KT ≈ 6800-8000, d33 ≈ 2800 pC/N, d31 ≈ −
(1400-1800) pC/N, k33 ≈ 0.93-0.94, k31 [110]L ≈ 0.80-0.85; kt ≈ 0.50-0.55 for PZN-(6-
8)%PT.  
The results for optimally-[011]-poled relaxor single crystals of rhombohedral 
structure are given in Table 9.2.  For this crystal cut orientation, superior dielectric and 
piezoelectric properties were obtained for the ]001[
−
L
-length cut samples, with KT ≈ 4800, 
d32 = −3000 pC/N and k32 = 0.91 for PZN-6%PT and KT ≈ 5000-6000, d32 = −(3200-4000) 
pC/N and k32 = 0.92-0.96 for PZN-7%PT. These properties pertain to the optimally poled 
samples. Our x-ray and polarized light microscopy studies revealed that the superior 
dielectric and piezoelectric properties of the [011]-optimally-poled PZN-PT can be 
attributed to the presence of 10-15% of orthorhombic phase among a rhombohedral matrix 
in the material. It should, however, be noted that PZN-7%PT may become overpoled readily, 




9.3  Properties of Monoclinic / Orthorhombic Single Crystals 
As described above, PZN-PT may become overpoled at intermediate-to-high poling 
fields with significant amounts of induced monoclinic or orthorhombic phase in the material.  
This is especially pronounced for crystals of compositions quite near to the MPBs, e.g. 
PZN-(8-9)%PT. When such occurs, sudden drops in dielectric and piezoelectric properties 
are also detected. The second last column of Table 9.1 give the overpoled properties of 
PZN-8%PT poled in the [001] direction.  
The above-described overpoling phenomenon is most pronounced in the [011]-poled 
crystals (Figures 5.1 and 5.2). When optimally-poled, the measured properties of k32 plates 
are much superior to the [001]-poled plates. For instance, [011]-optimally-poled PZN-7%PT 
exhibits d32 ≈ −4000 pC/N, which compares favorably to the value of −1800 pC/N for [001]-
poled crystals.  When poled above 0.6 kV/mm, however, PZN-7%PT single crystal plates 
become overpoled and their d32 values drop to −(600-700) pC/N instead. The second last 
column of Table 9.2 give the measured properties of [011]-poled PZN-7%PT. It is evident 
that the overpoled properties are much inferior to those of the optimally poled samples.  
Another observation made in this work is that, the threshold poling field, above 
which overpoling sets in is sample geometry dependent. For instance, k33 bars become 
overpoled at significantly lower fields than k31 plates. Although different sample geometries 
may impose different mechanical constraints during poling, it is possible that processing-
induced defects in the k33 bars, which are more difficult to prepare, could produce undesired 







9.4 Remarks on Reported Property Values of [001] and [011] Single Crystals 
 
The dielectric and piezoelectric properties of differently poled PZN-PT single 
crystals have been reported by earlier workers (see Table 2.1). The reported values, however, 
show significant variations both among different research groups and within individual 
groups. The property variations are most significant for crystals of near MPB composition. 
For instance, the poled dielectric constant (KT) and piezoelectric coefficients (d33 and d31) of 
PZN-(8-9.5)%PT single crystals show deviations of 25% or higher from the average values. 
It is evident from the present work that, in addition to possible compositional segregation 
within the samples, the low reported properties of PZN-(8-9)%PT single crystals are likely 
the result of local overpoling.  This is especially so for samples poled by means of the field 
cooling technique [32,35,128,130,133].  In such a poling technique the crystal was heated 
up to above the Curie temperature. The desired poling field was then applied and the crystal 
was allowed to cool to room temperature under field.  More recently complete sets of data 
for [001]-poled PZN-4.5%PT, PZN-7%PT and PZN-8%PT have been reported by Zhang et 
al. [45,134].  Although the poling conditions used were not detailed in their works, their 
values agree reasonably with the optimally-poled values reported in the present work. They 
also performed the measurement on [011]-poled PZN-4.5%PT and PZN-8%PT single 
crystals [136]. However, their [011]-poled property values are inferior to those obtained in 
the present work.  
 
9.5 Shear Properties of PZN-(6-7)%PT Single-Domain Crystals. 
 A complete knowledge of elastic, piezoelectric and dielectric properties is needed 
before wide-spread application of relaxor single crystals can be realized. It is thus highly 
desirable to establish the whole single domain property matrix of PZN-PT single crystals to 
enable properties of multi-domain states to be generated.  
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The determination of radial, longitudinal and transverse material constants of a 
single-domain sample is quite straight forward. As for shear coefficient measurements, two 
types of shear samples may be used.  One is the length-shear sample (i.e., sample poled in 




 minor faces). 





 major faces). The measurement of shear coefficients 
requires caution because the length-shear and thickness-shear are always excited together in 
shear resonance behaviour of a piezoelectric sample. This is especially so when the two 
shear modes are excited by the same electrode. One way to uncouple or separate the length-
shear and thickness-shear resonances is to use samples of large aspect ratios. When properly 
executed, the two shear resonances can be decoupled, enabling valid and accurate 
determination of the shear piezoelectric coefficients by means of the resonance technique. 
These important considerations have been taken care of in the present work in the 
determination of the shear properties and the complete property matrix of [111]-poled 
single-domain PZN-7%PT single crystal. In addition to a high d15 value obtained, of ∼6000 
pC/N, the obtained k15 and k24, Ec55  and Ec44 , e15 and e24, T11ε  and T22ε  values are 
approximately equal, which are expected in materials with 3m symmetry, as in the present 
case.  
In the present work, the d24 value of the single domain PZN-(6-7)%PT length-shear 
bar was also determined by means of the laser vibrometer at a relatively low frequency of 
100 Hz.  The d24 value obtained by the laser vibrometer and that obtained from the 
resonance technique agree with one another to within 5%, confirming that the property 
matrix of single-domain PZN-7%PT single crystal are realistic.  
At this juncture, it should be noted that although Zhang et al. [83] obtained a clear 
resonance peak in the impedance curve in characterizing [111]-poled PZN-4.5%PT and 
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PZN-8%PT shear samples, the measured resonance peak is actually coupled resonances of 
the thickness-shear (k24) and thickness-extensional (k22) mode. This is because the applied 
electric field in the 2-direction is common to both modes in their samples, inducing both the 
shear strain 234 / xuS ∂∂=  and the extensional strain 222 / xuS ∂∂= simultaneously. This led 
to an -exceedingly high k15 value of > 0.90 reported by them.  Their d15 values, which were 
deduced based on the resonance technique, are thus subject to sizable errors.  A similar 
situation also applies to the work of Peng et al. [84], who had studied the shear properties of 
[111]-poled PMN-30%PT based on coupled shear modes of k15 and k16.  
 
9.6 Full Property Matrices of Multi-domain PZN-7%PT Single Crystals 
Dielectric and piezoelectric properties of [001]-poled multi-domain PZN-PT single 
crystals are widely reported in the literature. The available property information, though 
useful, is not sufficient for detailed design needs, notably in applications requiring 
sophisticated signal processing and image forming. In this regard, complete sets of material 
constants of various crystal orientations are needed. Full property matrices of [001]-poled 
PZN-PT crystals of three different PT contents (i.e., 4.5%PT, 7%PT and 8%PT) were 
reported by Zhang et al. [134]. Their reported values for [001]-poled PZN-7%PT single 
crystal are in good agreement with the values obtained in the present work. Both sets of 
results show that [001]-poled 4-domain-state exhibit extremely high longitudinal and 
transverse piezoelectric coefficients but very low shear piezoelectric coefficients. For 
instance, d33 = 3000 pC/N, d31= −1700 C/N and d15 = 170 pC/N were obtained in the present 
work.  
In the present work, the property matrix of [001]-poled crystal was also predicted 
from single-domain data assuming no extrinsic contribution, i.e., negligible contributions 
from metastable phases and domain walls present in the crystal.  The predicted values are 
within 20% of measured values, indicating that extrinsic contributions to the piezoelectric 
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properties are indeed insignificant in this case. Notwithstanding the above, as a result of 
preferred domain orientation (e.g., existence of stripe-like or braid-like domains) in the 
crystal, extrinsic factors may contribute to various degrees to the elastic constants of the 
crystal. This could be one of the reasons for the large variation is elastic constants ( Es11 , Es12 ) 
exhibited by the crystal. 
 
9.7 Comparison with reported properties of PMN-PT single crystals 
In this section, the properties of PZN-PT single crystals obtained in the present work 
and those of PMN-PT single crystals reported in the literature are compared.  Firstly, the 
measured properties of flux-grown PMN-PT single crystals reported by Shanthi et al. 
[160,161] of the author’s laboratory will be compared and discussed. Then, we shall extend 
the comparison to include melt-grown PMN-PT crystals. 
Three representative compositions each of PMN-PT and PZN-PT single crystals 
were selected for the comparison.  They correspond to (a) compositions away from the 
MPBs (i.e., PMN-28%PT and PZN-4.5%PT), (b) that close to the MPBs (PMN-(30-
31)%%PT and PZN-(6-7)%PT), and (c) MPB compositions (PMN-32%PT and PZN-(8-
9)%PT). Table 9.3 shows the [001]-poled properties of these crystals, while Table 9.4 
shows the same but for [011]-poled crystals. 
Table 9.3 shows that [001]-poled flux-grown PMN-28%PT single crystals exhibits 
respectable dielectric and piezoelectric properties, with KT ≈ 4500-5000, d33 ≈ 2000 pC/N, 
d31 ≈ −1000 pC/N, k33 ≈ 0.90-0.92, k31 ≈ 0.50 [160]. These values are comparable to those 
of PZN-4.5%PT. Similar to PZN-4.5%PT, there is no sign of overpoling in this crystal 
composition when poled at higher fields.  
Flux-grown PMN-30%PT single crystal shows exceptionally large dielectric and 
piezoelectric constants; KT=7500-9000, d33 =2200-2500 pC/N, d31= −(1100-1400) pC/N, 
k33 ≈ 0.92-0.94, k31 [110]L ≈ 0.80-0.85; kt ≈ 0.58-0.62 for PMN-(30-31)%PT [160].  The 
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reported values are comparable to those of PZN-(6-7)%PT obtained in the present work, 
although the piezoelectric constants of flux-grown PMN-PT crystals are typically 20-30% 
lower than those of PZN-PT.  However, unlike PZN-(6-7)%PT, Shanthi et al. [160] 
reported that PMN-(30-32)%PT is susceptible to overpoling, leading to degraded properties. 
The properties of [001]-optimally and overpoled PMN-PT single crystals are both provided 
in Table 9.3 for easy comparison. 
The effect of overpoling is most pronounced for [011]-poled single crystal. [011]-
poled PMN-32%PT single crystals. When poled at 0.2 kV/mm, an irreversible-phase-
transformation is induced in this crystal composition causing its properties to degrade 
substantially. The properties of [011]-poled PMN-32%PT in the overpoled state are given 
in the last column of Table 9.4. 
The majority of the reported properties for PMN-PT single crystals in the literature 
pertain to those of melt-grown crystals. For easy reference, the reported properties are 
compiled in Table 9.5. Two main observations can be made.  Firstly, the reported properties 
for melt-grown PMN-PT crystals are generally inferior to their flux-grown counterparts.  
Secondly, large variations are noted in the reported values.  Due to the higher PT contents 
present, melt-grown PMN-PT crystals unavoidably display obvious compositional 
variations in as-grown state.  Lim et al. [153,154] have recently shown that for flux-grown 
PMN-PT crystals, the PT content in the first-grown uniform-composition portion is 
typically 2 mol% PT less than that in the initial charge. More or equally significant 
compositional variations have been reported in melt-grown PMN-PT single crystals 
[135,142,155-157]. Despite the above, only the initial charge compositions have been 
quoted in most reported works.  This could have contributed to the inconsistency in the 
property values reported. Furthermore, due to their lower rhombohedral-to-tetragonal 
transformation temperature and coercive field, PMN-PT single crystals of near MPB 
compositions are more susceptible to overpoling than are PZN-PT crystals [160,161]. 
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Table 9.3 Properties of flux-grown [001]-poled PZN-PT and PMN-PT single crystals 




Properties Optimally-poled Over-poled 
 PZN-4.5%PT PMN-28%PT PZN-(6-7)%PT PMN-30%PT PZN-8%PT PZN-8%PT PMN-32%PT 
Tc (°C) ≈156 ≈125 
 
≈164 ≈135 ≈170 ≈170 ≈145 
TDP (°C) ≈ 110 ≈ 95 ≈ 100 ≈ 85 ≈90 70-80 ≈ 80 
KT 4500-5500 4500-5500 6800-8000 7500-9000 5500-6500 3300-4500 4500-5500 
tanδ <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 
k33 0.90-0.92 0.90-0.92 0.92-0.94 0.92-0.94 0.92-0.94 0.88-0.91 0.91-0.94 
kt 0.50-0.52 0.55-0.58 0.52-0.53 0.58-0.62 0.53-0.57 0.53 0.57-0.60 
k31 [110]L 
(d31 in C/N) 




- - 0.79-0.81 
−(750-1000) 
d33 (pC/N) 2000-2500 1900-2100 
 


































Table 9.4   Properties of flux-grown [011]-poled PZN-PT and PMN-PT single crystals of  




Property Optimally-poled Over-poled 
 PZN-6%PT PMN-30%PT PZN-7%PT  PZN-7%PT PMN-32%PT 
Poling field 
(kV/mm) 
1.0-2.0 1.0-2.0 0.4-0.5  0.6-2.0 0.3-2.0 
KT 4200-5200 5500-6000 5000-6000  1700-1800 3500-4000 
tanδ <0.01 <0.01 <0.01  <0.01 <0.01 
k32  0.90-0.93 0.90-0.94 0.92-0.96  0.65-0.70 0.70-0.75 




















Table 9.5 Reported properties of PMN-PT single crystals 
 




I:  [001]-poled properties (of [010]-length cut)      
A:  PMN-(31-33)%PT 
       
Park & Shrout (flux)[130] - 4500 0.94- - - 1700 - 
Zhang et al. (flux)[145] - 8200 0.94 0.59 0.64 2820 
−1330 
Wang et al. (melt)[169] 171 5000 0.90-0.94 ≈0.70 0.60-0.62 ≈2000 −700 
Luo et al. (melt)[155] 145-175 3500-5500 0.90-0.94 - 0.58-0.62 1500-3000 - 
Xu et al. (melt)[170,171] - 3500-5500 0.94 - 0.62 1800-3100 - 
Zhao et al. (melt)[59] 148-155 4500-5000 - - - 1650-1800 - 
        
B.  PMN-(29-31)%PT        
Shrout et al. (flux)[168] - 4000 - - - 1500 - 
Park & Shrout (flux)[36] 150 2890-4740 0.81 - 0.59 730 - 
Xu et al. (melt)[171] 139-143 3800-4300 0.90-0.91 - 0.61 1600-1900 - 
Zhao et al. (melt)[59] 131 6000 - - - 1400 - 
Karaki et al. (melt)[156] 140-150 4030-7070 - 0.51-0.76 0.60 2280 
−1015 
Guo et al. (melt)[142] ≈140 4500-7500 - - - 2000-2500 - 
Han et al. (melt)[138] - - - - - 2000 - 
Others (melt)[172-175] 130-150 4000-6500 0.90-0.95 0.56-0.78 0.56-0.64 1500-2500 
−(750-1100) 
Others (flux)[178] 130-140 7000-9000 0.92-0.94 0.50-0.60 0.58-0.62 2200-2500 
−(1100-1400) 
        
C.  PMN-(26-29)%PT        
Guo et al. (melt)[142] - - - - - ≈1600 - 
Other(melt)[172,176,177] 120-140 4200-5500 0.86-0.90 0.42 0.55-0.60 1100-2000 
−347 
        
D.  PMN-24%PT        
Park & Shrout (flux)[130] - -3700 - - - 900 - 
Xu et al. (melt)[170,171] ≈110 2890-3900 - - 0.54-0.57 850-1100 - 
        
II:  [011]-poled properties (of [100]-length cut)      
A.  PMN-(31-33)%PT        
Lu et al. (melt)[57] - - - - - 250 
−2740 
Zhao et al. (melt)[59] 149 2500-3000 - - - ≈300 - 
Guo et al. (melt)[142] 145-160 2500 - - - - - 
McLaughlen et al. [61] - 2890 - - - - 
−1100 
Han et al. (melt)[138] - - - - - - 
−1750 
        
A.  PMN-(29-31)%PT        
Zhao et al. (melt)[59] 129-136 4500-5500  - - 900-1000 - 
Guo et al. (melt)[142,80] - 4500-6000 ≈0.91 ≈0.81 - ≈1500 - 












Large-size (i.e. ≥ 35 mm edge length) PZN-PT single crystals have been 
successfully grown using high-temperature flux technique in the present work. It was 
found that by controlling the isotherms in the solution to promote (001) layer growth, high 
quality PZN-PT single crystals of a range of PT contents can be realized. Crystals grown 
using this technique exhibited high compositional uniformity within and between wafers.  
The effects of PT content, crystal orientation and poling condition on the poled 
properties of PZN-PT single crystals have also been investigated. For [001]-poled PZN-
7%PT single crystals, samples containing braid-like domain structures exhibit higher 
dielectric constants values (KT ≈ 6000) compared to those with stripe-like domain structures 
(KT ≈ 5000). As for the effect of length orientation, crystals of [001]-length-cut and having 
a braid-like domain structure display higher d31 values (of about −1850 pC/N) compared to 
those having a stripe-like domain structure (of which d31 is about -1450 pC/N). In contrast, 
[110]-length-cut crystals having a stripe-like domain structure exhibit higher d31 values (of 
about -1400 pC/N) compared with those having a braid-like domain structure (of which d31 
is about −1100 pC/N). The electromechanical coupling factors, on the other hand, are 
relatively insensitive to the initial domain structures and crystal composition but depend 
sensitively on the length orientation and the poling conditions used.  
Similarly, the present work shows that for [011]-poled k31-plates of PZN-PT single 
crystals with [ 001
−
]-length cut give superior dielectric and piezoelectric properties compared 
to [
−
101 ]-length cut plates. Strain measurements showed that field-induced-phase-
transformation occurs in PZN-(4.5-6)%PT single crystal at sufficiently high fields. While 
the field-induced phase transformation in crystals of low PT contents is reversible, i.e., the 
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crystal reverts back its original rhombohedral phase upon field removal, and irreversible for 
compositions close to MPB, i.e. PZN-(7-9)%PT. For the latter composition, the induced 
phase remains metastable even after complete field removal.  
The amounts of field-induced metastable phases increase with the PT content of the 
crystal, which when present in suitable quantities, as in PZN-(6-7)%PT are responsible for 
the superior dielectric and electromechanical properties observed. When present in 
sufficiently high quantities, such as in overpoled PZN-(7-9)%PT single crystals, the induced 
metastable monoclinic and/or orthorhombic phases would lead to property degradation of 
the material.  
The present work shows that for improved property consistency, the crystal 
composition should be kept sufficiently away from the MPB compositions to avoid 
overpoling of the crystal.  
A detailed analysis on shear characterization of single crystals with 3m symmetry 
was performed. It was found that the length-shear mode is a more accurate means for the 
determination of shear properties of the material even though it is not described in the IEEE 
standard. This holds provided that samples with large aspect-ratio are used to ensure a clear 
length-shear resonance mode with negligible coupling from accompanying thickness-shear 
mode.  In contrast, the thickness-shear mode (k15) is unavoidably coupled with an unwanted 
mode (k16) as both are activated simultaneously by the same electrode. 
All the material constants of [111]-poled, [001]-poled and some of the [011]-poled 
PZN-7%PT single crystals are measured experimentally. Extremely large shear 
piezoelectric constants (d15 ≈ d24 ≈ 6000pC/N) were obtained for [111]-poled single-domain 
crystals. Unlike reported works, no bias-field was applied during the measurements in the 
present work. The obtained data can be used directly for device design purposes. 
[011]-poled multi-domain crystals exhibits superior transverse (-d32 ≈ 3200-4000 
pC/N) piezoelectric constants. [001]-poled single crystals shows large longitudinal 
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piezoelectric constants (d33 ≈ 2800-3000pC/N) compared to [011]-poled and [111]-poled 
crystals (of 1900 and 93 pC/N, respectively). Using coordinate transformation, [111]-poled 
single-domain properties are used to deduce [001]-poled multi-domain properties. The 
present results indicate that the superior piezoelectric properties of [001]-poled multi-
domain crystals are intrinsic contribution from respective rhombohedral domains, as both 














Recommendations for Future Work 
 
Reversible and irreversible field-induced phase transformations have been 
discussed in Chapter 5. It is easy to anticipate that in reversible phase transformation the 
induced polarization would revert back to the initial phase/state but not in irreversible 
phase transformation. However, it is not easy to explain why the phase transformation in 
reversible in PZN-6%PT but irreversible in PZN-7%PT after high-field poling. A detailed 
free energy analysis should be done on this crystal system in order to understand this 
intricate but important phenomenon. 
Also of interest are the single-domain properties of PZN-PT single crystals of non-
rhombohedral phases for a more accurate property prediction of the PZN-PT crystal system.  
Since [011] is the spontaneous polarization direction of the orthorhombic phase, poling at 
sufficiently high fields is expected to generate the orthorhombic single-domain state. A 
complete property matrix of orthorhombic single crystal remains unavailable as of to-date.  
From our previous x-ray and polarized light microscopy results, it is expected that minor 
but suitable amounts of metastable phases are induced in the optimally-poled PZN-PT 
single crystals of near-MPB compositions and that their presence is responsible for the 
superior dielectric and piezoelectric properties observed. Based on the properties of 
tetragonal and orthorhombic single crystals, a model incorporating these metastable phases 
in the regular rhombohedral phase should be developed to explain the extraordinary 
behaviour of relaxor single crystals of compositions near MPB. 
Another interesting aspect is the electro-optic properties of PZN-PT single crystals.  
This is especially those of compositions close to the MPB which, when poled at high 
electric fields, show high transparency which is one of the main requirements for the 
electro-optic applications. A few reported works on the optical properties of PZN-PT single 
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crystals have revealed that this crystal may exhibit unique optical properties for potential 
application in devices. 
Always of interest to several researchers are the compositions near and close to 
morphotropic phase boundary due to reported superior properties. For these compositions, 
the dielectric permittivity is sensitive to the temperature which may limit the usage of these 
single crystals for sensitive devices especially when considerable variations in 
environmental conditions are unavoidable. On the other hand, although PZN-PT single 
crystals of compositions above MPB, i.e., on the tetragonal side of the phase diagram, 
possess inferior piezoelectric coefficients, they possess comparatively high piezoelectric 
voltage constant, i.e., the ratio of the piezoelectric constant to the dielectric constant. 
Another important attribute of tetragonal PZN-PT is its high depolarization temperature, 
which is at least 60ºC higher than that of rhombohedral PZN-PT. This crystal composition 
is of potential applications especially when a high use temperature is unavoidable. A 
detailed study on the growth and property characterization of tetragonal PZN-PT single 
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